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WSU may get "no-decal" system 
remaining parking lots would become open 
parting. Anyone who does not' possess a 
. By RANDY NAVABOU 
Aaaoclate Writer 
A "no decal" parking system was 
proposed Wednesday by the Parking 
Services Advisory Committee. 
It is the "first ^tep toward solving Wright 
State's parking problems. 
The no iweal system would be essentially 
a limited-decal system, with parking lots A, 
H, F . / a n d D remaining intact. The 
. r i ' 
—:_partinj 
certain designated decal, such as A, H, or 
1D. would be. permitted to park-in the open 
zone. The B and C lots May become the open 
zone. 
The system includes a $1 per credit hour 
charge for all students. A fulh time student 
would pay approximately $50 per year to 
' park in the no decal'IOt..Part time students 
would,pay about $30 per'year.' 
But., there are some problems involved. 
<"1 think a flat fee will go over great with the 
'student body." said Mike Fische, a student 
at the meeting. "But what about the 
students who attend only one or two 
quarters a year?" The "committee had no 
answer to'that question. -
Problems nlay .come . up... but <he. 
corfinvittee, has voted "to ,/ecotamend the 
"system to the president and -his council. 
The plrfn may go into effect next year, on 
a one-year trial basis. 
"The no deca'i system eliminates the 
need for parking lot attendents," said Tom 
Vpn der Embse, chairman of the Parking 
ServicesCommittee. "Anyone who attends 
WStltan park in the open zone, unless they-
•have purchased an A. H, F; or D decal. It 
also, allows students to park wherever they 
want, and the mbng^g^ned from the no ' 
decal sysfcm could beijSf <i for paving some 
of the lots. 
"V - "It looks like the students wants no decal • 
System, but westill'may run into problems 
with people who want an .exception to the 
' rkle." \ said D»vid Atwater, executive 
director of Facilities and General Services. 
But according to Von der .Embse, anyone 
who believes there Is an exception will have 
to file a petition if he has a \ valid 
argument. • > . ' 
A t\o decal system will increase, the 
.current parking surplus of $7"340 to a' 
projected $169.000 in 1983-84. That figure 
' is based on the proposed $1 per credit hour 
charge for the entire year,- including 
t summer quarter. r 
yMso discussed at the meetinaVas the 
possibility of purchasing or leasing a 4 acre 
tract of land near the university. "-Approxi-
mately 600 new parking spaces could' be 
created.'^said Abater . "The only problgm 
is' that the owner of the property is asking 
v too much. An acre of undeveloped land. 
which is perfect for parking lots, is going to 
cost us $20,000." Atwater suggested that if 
the no decal system is defeated, the strip of 
land could become a new parking lot. The 
committee also discussed the possibility of 
creating more A spaces. 
"I would like to see A expanded and the 
Man /Limps, 
charged with 
felonious 
assault 
EXDON HAWKINS 
AmocUte Writer 
A man was arrested and charged with 
. felonious.assault of t police officer- at last 
Saturday^ New Romance concert, accord-
ing to Carf Sims, director of .secijrity.. 
/ James D. Kissinger, not a student at 
Wrigfct State, entered the concert without 
paying and was asked to leave at the Request 
of an unidentified WHgfit State student. 
The student said Kissinger was drying to 
provoke a fight. • ) .. 
Upoa the student'^ complaint. Exsalibur 
'Security officers, who wire patrolling the 
dance, asked Kissinger to leave. 
. While- the officers yere escorting hirn 
• from the concert. Kissinger went behind a 
partition in the coat room in the lobby of the 
University Center. Sims said Kissinger 
picked up a metal cart handle and 
attempted to assault one of the officers. 
Kissinger fan. hit a glass door in front of 
the "University Center, and ran his arm 
through the glass. He continued to run for 
another 15-20 feet and fell to the ground 
because he. had'eut a main artery. 
At this point officers apprehended 
and he was taken awaAv in an 
. Sims said Kissinger has a previous re 
of this type of conduct-. 
Lorna Dawes, director of $ e University 
Center, said this-is the third incident that 
has occurred at events, in the University 
.Center this year1. 
Dawes said theUniversity might consider 
closing activities to non-students, unless 
thev are^hy guest of a student; • / 
D«we& sihd-over the years when there 
xhave been altercations. 
indicated ihat they were
non-students. However. 
university «fould.give such'a decision much 
> analysis before taking any action.. She u i d 
any' 'action would be' evaMted - after 
consultation with student leaders. ' 
price lowered to accommodate people whjb' 
are willing to pay the price." Von der 
Embse said.- - ; 
The current price U $166 per year. "More 
A decals would help the teachers' parting 
situation, if we went to no decal," Von der 
Embse said. % *" 
The committee also announced that 
Joseph Emanuel, associate professor in 
Counselor Education, will take-over as 
chairman of the Parting Services commit-. 
tee next quarter. ^ 
" I fee} the 
University Cent d 
guidelines for running an event perfectly," 
Dawes said. "The evening was an excellent 
event except for this one incident."g . 
Dawes compliments UCB and Wrigh. 
' ). ( S ~ ' J « -
ddwn as chairman of the Open Forum, so he 
could be a part of the forum without any 
conflict of interests. 
\ 
• * • • ' ' " ' 1 V- J' 
Liberal Arts candidates 
speak at Forum 
'0: 
Stan MMer, Tim Trngil—,ail Miw B u m l t e H (l-r), had the opportunity to speak to 
(Indents la Allyn Hall at last Taaaday'a Opaa P a n m . The three are candidates for 
Sfrdawl Goysnmwl 's Uberal Arts i s a n s s t a t h I . 
meet your friends at.. . 
DG's Bar & Restaurant 
J1» W«at Davta Sfraat Yatow Springs 
Dancing Wodr 
Uva lsua(e every 
Saturday M M 
KMMianHowa 
SiJOptwOOpm 
By RANDY NAVAROLI 
Associate Writer 
Students had a. chance to hear the three 
oandi'dates for the position of Liberal Arts 
representative on the Student Government 
Tuesday. _ 
Tuesday afternoon in Allyn Hall-, an Open 
Forum was held for the candidates to 
answer questions about tfiSit views of 
representing Student Government. 
Mike Fisehe. the "emcee," asked four 
main questions, to which each candidate 
was given time to respond. 
The candidates were Starr Miller, Mike 
Brownfield, and Tim Trogdon, a write-in 
candidate, all of whom are students of the 
College of Liberal Arts. . 
One of the three will replace Theda 
Farrow, who left Student Government to 
pursue- a career. 
Before it was held, Brownfield stepped 
At the Forum, all three candidates said 
they were student advocates. 
The candidates were also asked what role 
. Student Government should play 'to the 
three way power '• structure of faculty, 
administration, and students. 
"We deal .with authority so we need to 
feel more comfortable In doing so, " Miller 
said. "We Can't be Intimidated by that 
authority. If we do, Student Government 
EVERY SECOND 
THREE ANIMALS DIE 
IN AN AMERICAN LABORATORY • m m « 
Seventy million animals are killed each yttf in. laboratories in- the U.S. (figure from -WD 
Muazine) 
Ov«T sixty-eight million a11 hem have no protection at all under existing animal welfare statutes. 
Foy'he rest, inspections to assure lawful treatment provide no real assurance that facilities are 
. actually in compliance (from U.S.D.A. report). * -
Experimental animals include dap and cats (many of them lost or abandoned pets'), primates, 
rabbiis, mice, pigs, bints and turtles. The* may be burned, irradiated, poisoned, surgically 
mutilated,-stressed, trained and punished with electric shock, battered, and held in restraining 
devices for months at a, time. S 
Most are not given anesthesia ot analgesics - no law rtquirts tat.of pain kiiltn if the researcher 
feels it would interfere with .tests results. 
Over FOUR BILLION of your. Ux dollars support these horrors annually, in"fatilitie* that are 
doted to the public." 
JOIN US TO END THIS SUFFERING NOW.! N. 
, . Hdp us build for mass rallies. t 
-V N— "• • to express pur sorrow and outrage 
S ApfS14.I*J 
MOBILIZATION 
FOR 
ANIMALS 
Dayton Area Meeting 
Saturday, March 26,1983 
2:00 P.M. 
" • o . 
WilmtngtofvStroop Brapch Library 
3900 Wilmington Pike 
Dayton, Ohio 45429-' 
For More informatiorr(513) 276-2545-
wili become ineffective," she said. 
. "One thing we must do is not limit our 
options when dealing with authority," 
Trogdon said. "Students need as £any 
options as possible trying to find solutions 
to problems between the student body and 
the administration. Just like me, I'm an 
option to this situation because I am a write 
In." ' 
"The Student Government is sort of a 
liason between.,administration and stu-
dents," said Miller. "It Is a policy maker 
and an advisor to the student^"--
. Brownfield said Student/ Government 
must represent the Students In every 
possible way, because students shoul,d have 
some power- He gaid students were 
apathetic, compared'to the.students in the 
ISO's. 
It's not just the commuters who are 
Apathetic toward Student Government, Hs 
the overall moral of the school. Brownfield 
said. "I want the students to know that 
ident Government can become a power-
campus force." 
When Fisch'es asked how. many students 
actually use their representative when.they 
have a problem, no one answered. 
One student said that he doesn't know 
wh'ere the Student Government office is 
located. 
- "Student Government should not be a 
closet Student Government," Trogdon 
said. "I~ think the Student Government 
doesn't do hs best on many of t h e \ 
complaints they handle. And I 'm a little' 
abrasive when I talk- to peop'le, which sgill 
• get-them rileil- up enough to have good-
prohlem solving sessions. There's nothing 
wrong with being heard and seen. It helps to 
get respect in some cases." 
Trofdon will ocly be able to serve one 10 
woSk term as the Liberal Arts re^treaenta-
tive. 
- "I "have , other commitments for next 
quarter, but I will do my best in that short 
' amount of time," he said. 
Brownfield then asked if Trogdon was 
apathetic himself.' *-.1 ''.i&Wk 
—-"Tim said that sincejt is only a l b week 
tenrri,- he wdutd run,-" Brownfield said. 
"This Itself shows apathy on his (Trog-
. don's) part." j. 
The candidates were also asked If they 
felt that t!l<y should redeve money or credit 
hours for their ro!e in Student Goveniment. 
Currently, representatives are paid for their 
itot*. That payment usually covert the 
representatives tuition for the quarter. 
"3 would rather rtjeeive the payment," 
Miller said. , 
"Since Student Government members 
get "paid, I feel that for some this is an 
Incentive toruij," Brownfield aaid. "This Is 
the wrong reason to be running. It should be 
jjersooal reasons that push you toward 
representing a part of the student body,"1te 
added. Brownfield also suggested that a 
scholarship fund be-opened with tfce money-
that Student Government members are 
P^>- -
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Student Directories hung u p fo r this year 
By DKEW DIXON % 
Aaaoctale Writer 
Student telephone directories which 
WSU studenls fcave received-for the past 
three years will not be.Jlppearing in campus 
mailboxes this year. 
The discontinuation'of the directories was 
.caused by 'the financial loss- suffered by 
Metro Publishing, the company which 
produced the directories. 
Joanne "Risacher. director of student-
. development, said "The printing service 
was provided free ofi eharge by Metro 
Publishing. They found the account to be a 
financial loss and regrettably discontinued 
'the service." 
Risacher said Student Development and 
.Metro tried to work out an agreement in 
which a student organization and Metro 
would combine efforts to produce a 
directory. Metro.Vas advised by company 
lawyers not-to go through with the deal 
because if ad sales didn't cover coat of 
production. Metro would still be obligated 
to produce the directories. 
Risacher expressed concern dv€r the 
issue. ' " . . . 
"I- think the directories were well 
received by the students. The directories 
were nice for students on a commuter 
campus." she said. "It was a service to the 
students." -
Not many students expressed concern, 
possibly due to the rendition that the 
directories \Vould come out sooner or later. 
" I was really surprised by the student 
reaction. Not many students have inquired 
about the directories." Risacher said. ' 
"Only about 10students have come into 
the Student' Development office and asked 
about them* And all they did was ask when 
they were coming out.' I guess the students-
took it for granted that the directories would 
come out eventually." she added. 
for now the directories seem to-be® thing. 
of the past. No company haV'made a 
definite approach toward the university for 
the - provisions of producing a student 
directory. , , 
"If a company emerges and gives us an again. It is a helpful convenierice and it's 
offer, we'il tak.e it," Risacher s i id. "'"I do widely appreciated.-. But no. directories will 
forsee the university providing directories be provided this year." • ^ 
gmummmmumMmmMMmmm 
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THE 
SHED 
1126 Brown 461-2111 
I 
A Great Place To Eat and Drink «-
Happy Hour 3 pm to 7:30 pm 7 days a, week. 
WSU Traditional Bar and Meeting Place 
Celebrate St. Patrick's Day with us. 
Green beer and much, much more 
Open 5-30 am 
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT' 
We now have Mexican food, pizza and sandwiches 
Watch for our new'PAN RIZZA-one Of a kind! 
M-m-m Good * 
s 
o rsJ, 
s 
Class Series taoOtOOOOOOMtOOtOOOOOOOOOOOOQOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOÔ  
Forming Now. 
Educational Center 
TEST PREPARATION 
SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938 
For Information About Other Centers 
,ln More Than 105 Major US.Cities A Abroad 
319 N. Broad St. 
Fair-born, Ohio 4532(4 
513/878-7759 
SERVE IN APPALACHIA 
Outside NY state CAU TOU FREE: $00-223-1712 
You ace invited to enjoy Easter Services 
- AT fAIRBORN MICH SCHOOL DAVTON VEUOYV SPRINGS ROAD AT Rt. 475 
with the C h y r c h o f G o d A n c i l Carter. Pastor 
A Live Dramatization 
"The Last Sypper" 
l ib t f K m n and i | i « i i l muiic a i l 
iw apart of HtcaonhipMrvic*.. 
Qukfren s classes mil men at the church. Met the ier vices a big egg hunt. 
3,000eggs and lOOprur eggs, Services begin if 10 a.m. 
' to traMportalion w iofamatkM tairr«-SU2.or a 7 » - H » . 
Be part of the large* religious /fathering m the history ol fan bom 
Our attendance goal—1.SOO 
M r t v 21 • :il. 5-983 
Ju ly 2 3 - S 9 8 3 
August t> - 12. 1 9 8 3 
R«v«r*rvd John G i w y " 
,--Gknm*iy Horn* MtoMoiHtra Room 1 * 9 
Bo* 46404 
Ondn^H. Ohto 45246 
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MDK review 
To the Editor: » - . 
• This letter is in response to the "review" of the 
' MDK concert in the Feb. 23 edition of The Guardian. 
, A most interesting review, as the music was bareiy 
mentioned. Anyone reading this who had not seen 
- the concert would not know if MDK was a five-piece 
band, or a 50-piece orchestra who played Garman 
martial music. Why, Robin? 
My impression is that because MDK wasn't a nice, 
boring, safe band for you to drown yourself in beer by 
for three hours, you felt cheated; Or threatened. Or 
both. 
I feel it is. very", interesting that your biggest 
complaint against the band was that you didn't get 
your "money's worth " Why? Is a band only a 
product that exists for you to consume, like beer or 
television? Don't you see that the give-and-take 
interaction between audience and those on stage is 
what makes a concert exciting? ' 
1 think you missed the point entirely. Robin.' The 
•fact that tfifs hand came from Berlin. West Germany 
andplavedat Wright State for only S2.00 per student 
is ama/ing in and of itself. When was the last time 
you saw a band from another corner, of the world? -
And at that price? 
I would .also like to address.your reference to the 
Rand's "Heil Hitler gestures and heavily accented 
chants." You shoulrfbe careful.with statements like 
that. Robin. They can be taken"as slander. 
MDK is not pro-Nazi; Had you actually watched 
them, you wouty have realized that. Young people 
' who have grownup in post-WW II Germany have had 
to come to terms with some very evil things in' their 
. country's past. They can't ignore history, or politics. 
What you called "Heil Hitler gestures" was the band 
showing the American audience "the darker side of 
Berlin." . 
As for the "heavily accented chants," why is. 
a band singing in their native language "antagoniz-
ing" to the audience? What did you .expect from a -
band with all it's member* speaking German as their 
first language? Weren't you even a lifitle bit curious 
as to what they were trying to say? 
I'm very sorry. Robin, that-you couldn't see the. 
• worth of being exposed to thd youth of another 
culture. This concert was a rare opportunity. You may 
not get this chance again. * . 
Martha Antolik 
Apal l ing joke 
To the 
This juke. 'VWhat's the hardest thing aboat eating 
a vegetabty. Getting him .at of the wfceeld»«b. 
Ha.", appeared in the School of Medicine ClaSs of 
1 « 5 ciassnotes for 2-25-83 fpr'the Clinical Medicine 
?jurse. 1 am appalled that especially here at Wright C tate. a' university that pride* itself on its 
achievements in.handicapped research and educa-
tion. that such an attitude exists and, in of all places, 
the Medical'School.'l am ashamed to belong to such a 
class of people. ' 
Tony Wheeler , 
Clasa of IMS. School of 
( AIIER«!NETD LOWER 
STOCK WKVET, 
W) ' 
mmk? 
PBS needs your support 
By MIKE HOSIER 
Guardian < 
This is a list ofjthree organizations I feel *orry for: 
1. Ku Klux Klan-hs members art deliriously 
confident in their beliefs. 
2. The Republican Party-Most of it* members 
would like to re-elect Reagan in '84. 
3. The Public Broadcasting System [PflJ]-'-Mem-
bers of PBS have been reduced to badgering the 
public for the necessary funds" for -Jts continued 
operation. 
Of the above three pity-partieJ.I shan't dwell upon. . 
number one. I don't like the idea of provoking 
persecution^from my causcasian brethren. Number 
two wiDlikewise not be discussed. It and theology art 
no-no topics in any civilized discussion. Which leave* 
number three. 
• ' Now there's a topic with some meat on its bones!. 
(And one that won't provoke any enemies from the-
-lunatic fringe.) 
PBS provides. I think, some cf the finest 
broadcasting on television. I think many people 
would agree with me on this. I'm.sure the many fine 
people at PBS woul'd agree with me on this. 
The fact that PBS is a/Rrie; television product is , 
something,' in short; . that I already know. 
Unfortunately, .all this week, ana all pext week. 
Festival 'S3 is_taking place on PBS. 
Festival '83 is PBS-way of saying. "We show good 
shows. Now, give us-money please. Please, weneed • 
money." ' ' . * 
That's why I fee) sorry for PBS. Ronald Reagan and 
his budget chopping, henchman have thoroughly 
persecuted the PBS budget. 
It's too bad that PB^ must now hpund its listening 
public so that it miy merely maintain its present level 
of programming. 
. .That's /not the only reason for"pitying PBS, 
however. The. volunteers who man thk anchor 
positions during the Festival '83 "giv^ga tnoney" 
breaks h«ve about as much experience before the 
television camera as your average tadpole. In private 
. conversations they're most likely very articulate, but 
. when on camera) their tongues tie up in at least three 
. separate directions and their features take on a 
' grimace of quiet desperation. 
Unless they are unaware of their on-ca'mera 
shortcorpir.fes. 5n which case'tljey seein to take a real 
delight in fheii4 inadequacies. ̂  
These people are • volunteers and so maybe I 
.shouldn't be so critical of their performances. PBS-
does need money/after all. 
And okay, 'guiltyguilt-guilt-guilt,. . So I myself 
haven't sent in mytyedgeto public broadcasting. I'm"" 
a poor college student. That's at least a quasi-excuse. 
'• But what about the rest of you out there? You 
faculty people and. administrators, and staff workers 
with adequate incomes. Send a buck or two to PBS.' (If 
you watch it.-pnd you probably do from tinie to time if 
yoo've been exposed to some upper-Ievel'education.-
. There's*a bit more^uote-quality-unquote-to be found 
'in PBS. prOgramming,than there'is in such shows a* 
Alice Loves Bonzo, or.whatever\) . 
, And what about you students who aren't so poor? 
Huh? . • " . 
Granted', some programs on PBS, according to me 
at. leest. inhale sharply. I derive no pleasure from 
watching orchestras honk and fiddle. And as for 
. baliei. I think an occasional prat-fall would provide a 
fantastic dose of comic relief. Lots of people enjoy 
that sort of thing, though. Anda lot of the shows on 
PB5> that I like, they might not find so entertaining. 
• That's.what makes the'world spin, etcetera. 
But anyways, according U>the>incessant badgering 
jf.-the res mannequins, cafy one person in ten of 
their viewing audience haa *ent ir) money. 
I woul4. but I can't because. like I said, I'm a poor 
college studem. But if you can afford to do it, do. t 
won't have to pity PtfS anymore. ' . '' 
' And I won't have to hear Joe Schmoe and Edna 
Aardvart squawk between .otherwise mighty-fine 
programming. -
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Universe 
Protector 
on Knob's ' • * 
trail 
W 
7 ;r,̂ (ô foro 
/ I NOW 
By JOEJANES 
Guardian Columnist 
When we Ijfst left Nitk Fazbo, Protector of the 
Universe', he ws*s just aboutto embark on the hot trail 
of Mr. Knob w'kj^njhe barrel a t a nuclear handgun at 
the base-of His skull- caused him to pause for a 
moment, raflwl onfcfc Hie. a n d W m p o w * * for oae 
Of the hnmcsi sentences *»or contracted for an 
i .lawn • w i t fat n f i k g l taf axlba 
toast: Mr (ha toast was only for creatures with ly-
chromosomal disorder. His mother and father, whg 
he loved very much, were very disappointed and-he 
sensed this. To save his parents from the shame of 
having their son prosecuted and possibly imprisoned 
• for the rest of his life, he ran away from home with his" 
roggo. Spike. Spike was a big roggo. with overstuffed 
paws. b*M spots, aad a scab oa Ms 
By DREW DIXON 
Aaoociate Writer 
If you're into verbal abuse, go to the Rathskeller 
ami V yarn get the right cashier, you will get a potest 
After, saying that, the two got into a four tetter word 
argument that neither the Guardian or any other 
newspaper, can print.;They both exchanged fire and 
the cashier foteUy stomped' away in disgust, bach to 
t fce*gM«r. 
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k-»n<kBke'Mr. .^Mn«iiMt«JwpMM*4 
bar. grab the pizza and take off tosc« te MMM 
.corner of the campus and eat his pizza without paying' 
for it There was no reason for that cashier to get all 
hot and bofhe_red in front of everybody in the Rat. * 
I couldn't resist the chance to retaliate with'a sjiide 
remark: I said. "Boy you better pay fot your'pizza 
before she gets violent ^nd bites you and gives you, 
• rabies." 
l-miist admit that remark was uncalled for but so 
was the cashier's actions-as a service to the customer. 
So my friend cautiously paid for the pizza. picke"d it 
up. and we headed for a table to wait for rny order. 
While "we were waiting, about five minutes later, 
that -same cashietwalked over to our table. ' 
.The first, thing she said (directed to me) was, "if 
you've.got something to say about me, say it to me.• 
t»pt your f r i e n d l . 
She said this ina very BITCHY manner antffor the 
monient. it- had me at a loss for words. . ' 
- Before I had a chance to-return her attack, my 
friend said, "What-the hell do you expect when you 
treat your customers like shit." 
r » never forgot what a restaurant. 
ought to be. but this woman certainjy:did. I wonder'if 
she even knows what a restaurant should be? 
My friend and I decided thafoeither we nor anyone 
else should have to deal with or put up with that kityi 
of service from an employee', so matter.who they are. 
Who would pay their wtages? • 
As we left, I saw that partipuSar cashier staring.at 
me while whispering to her feSJow cashier the way. 
kids i.n elementary school de when making fun of t|>e 
nerd, in class. 
Granted, not .all the employees at the -Rat are 
disrespectful (thank God). • 
Most of the^employees at the-Rat ar t pretty cool. 
It's really too bad that one particular cashier had 
to louse things up for me. 
She had better take some leaapoa in the 
proper way to run a business before the Rat loses 
more cusjomers. j.? 
I'tfTnof^asking any employee to kiss my ass. I 
"ouVilLt wt^t that anyway. I just think a little 
respect aWtourtesy isn't too much to ask for. 
Soiled 
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Judge rules draftrestrictionsin loans unconstitutional 
•ycmrrBKowN 
Associated Preaa Writer 
ST. PAUL. Minn. (AP)--A federal judge 
Thursday barred the government from 
enforcing a law that would denf education 
loans to students who have not registered 
for the draft. • " * 
.Saying the law4 : violated students' 
constitutional rights against self-incrimina-
tion, U.S. District Judge Donald D. Alsop 
issued a preliminary injuction in a lawsuit 
that dra.ft resisters and educators viewed as 
a national.test case. , • 
The suit chajlenged the law signed by 
Psesident Rfagan last Sept. 8. It required 
apply to student loans.for the 19S3-84 school automatically denied financial aid, regard-
' i > -In Washington, Rep. Gerald B.H. 
Solomon. R-N.Y.. author of the. require-
ment linking student aid to draft registra-
tion. said that .if the injunction becomes 
permanent, the Selective Service System 
would appeal it. and he felt confident the. 
law would be upheld. 
"Jt isn't a question of incrimination," he 
told a reporter. "No one Is being fog rid 
guilty without a trial!; We simply added, a 
qualification for student ajd. There are 
some 27 qualifications." 
Alsop's ruling is binding in Minnesota 
less, of whether their non-registration is 
intentional or innocent." Alsop said. 
"When a ' student certifies he has 
registered for the draft. he is doing so of his 
own "volition," Solomon said in Washing-
.tqn. "He isn't being tried without a trial 
because it has nothing, to do with the' 
penalties under-the draft registration'act 
The registration law provides-for penal-
ties up to five years in prison and a $10,000 
fine. 
Sheep-skins remain 
'monster' size 
CHARLOTTF.SVILLE. VA (CPS)--Uni-
vefsity of Virginia students will 'get theit ... -T-m— — " ' v r « » • n d w i , r s e l • precedent for other judges versity ot ir i ia students ill'get t eit 
tfiale students applying for tuition help to around the country, said Dan Lass, a^--jumbo-<ized diplomas on graduation' day 
dispose whether they had registered for the attorney for the Minnesota Public Interest^after all. But it took a month-long battle to 
tfrift 7and prohibited them from receiving. Research Group, which brought the case, save the 17':«2I" documents from adminis-
any federal assistance unless they had done ' The ruling, he Said, is-the first on the law, 
The plaintiffs in the case are students 
who have received financial aid and would 
be unable to. attend college in the future 
without federal aid. Lass said. They sued 
the Selective Service, itsdirector Maj. Gen. 
Thomas K. Tumage, and the Department of 
evidence tending to establish their guilt," * Education and its Secretary. T.H. Bell. 
"It takes no great stretch . of the 
-- imagination to discern how plaintiffs' 
, identification, of themselves as non-
registrants could incriminate them or 
provide a significant link in the chain of 
i  t i  t  t li  t ir 
Alsop wrote in his 26-page opinion. 
Following passage of the law, the 
Department of Education announced in 
. January rules for carrying out the measure. 
The rules were to take effect in May and 
The sffiSents' lawyers argued the law 
punished non-registered students withouf 
their receiving a fair trial. . 
"Draft-age male students who fail to' 
submit ' the statement of compliance are 
trators' cost-cutting shears. 
In January. Virginia- administrators 
proposed trimming the size of the monster 
diplomas to a more- modest 8 l / 2 " x l l " , 
thus saving the university $20,000 a year in . 
paper and printing,costs. • • 
"I eipcctedthere Would be some outcry " 
over the proposal: says Virginia Registrar 
Roger Printup.-
He got it. Printup says he was deluged 
with letters and phone calls from angry 
students, parents, and faculty members. 
And over 4.000 students signed a petition 
Cert i f i ta t r ©tonersHip 
* * • a a o o f t L T t f a a i D s i * 
•-11L 
t 
I'm Sid E. Slicker,-and I am 
pleased to offer for sale a limited 
edition of BROOKLYN BRIDGE 
f CERTIFICATES OF-
| O W N E R S H I P 
jj. Each -11" x 15",two color certifitate 
" grants the right in nubibms to one. 
•• uncommon share of the B'rookiyn 
[ Bridge with all the rights and ' 
. privileges that entails. 
j Whether you are a college student 
- or,a corporate executive you 
cannot find a better investment 
( for your humor portfcyio jhan one 
' of these-signed, numbered, and, 
registered certificates. y~' ' ' 
M~. S"" I want to buy the Brooklyn 
Bridge) Sendme__-.certificatefs). 1 
have encloaed $5 00 tm each certificate 
j > Tppd.Hor a total aif 
I 'Mich reaidenu add applicable tain l u 
;( Satisfaction gumrantfd 
NAM? 
CITY . STATE UP. 
Send coupon'or faOun^t to: 
BROOKLYKT BRIDGE 
Commodities Exchange 
P.O. Box 1882 
Dearborn, MI 48121 
opposing his efforts to change tfie 
"angstanding diploma size. 
"Students realize budget cuts have to be 
made.' saysMieHeUe^Villis,vfeepresident ^ 
of Student Sirvices-atid one of the students 
who spearheaded the petition drive. But. 
'she adds, "tradition plays a large part" at 
Virgini.-i... and large diplomas are an,/ 
established institution on the $«ifipirsr 
Besides, students pay, a fee each.ye^ar for 
graduation and . they • expect to get 
"full-sized" diplomas in return, she says. 
Printup, a new arrival at the university, 
•ays he didn't realize Virginia's "distinc-
tive diploma size" meant so much to 
students. Law and medical school students 
"were particularly concerned because they 
hav. a tendency to hang (the diplomas) 
u p " . • ' i ' 
" 'he outcry was so intense." Printup 
^ayx. "the university decided not to go 
ahead with the suggestion" to" shrink the 
diplomas. , . 
"Normally, "the diplomas are1 paid for out 
of m'y jMidgW'" he says. But after a three 
percent cut in his own department, the 
university itself h«s agreed to pick up^the 
cost for the larger diplomas! 
At other schools, students haven't always 
been as successful at maintaining such 
stude.nt benefits. 
. Michigan State students^ for instance,' 
, (fi.le<l to preserve their graduation symbols! 
Their diplomas.now come in s cafdboard. „ 
cover instead of the more expensive 
' ' leatherette"-cpver of,old. 
DRUG QUIZ 
by Curt Scarborough, Ph.D. 
U—d by prrmmmo. all nfhtl re-
by DATE.St. Louis, Mo. 
;• QUESTION - The.best way to 
sober ut>,a drunk is: - * ' 
a) Sleep it off 
b) Cold shower 
c5 Black coffee 
d) Exircise . 
f NSWfcR -' A cold, shower 
will produce a wet drunk; 
Hack coffee will produce a 
wide-awake drunlc; exercise 
will produce a tired drunk. 
Contrary to these popular 
myths, the only thing'that will 
sober up a drunk is time. It 
takes approximately one hour 
for the alcohol in each drink 
tp be eliminated from the 
body. The liver-ajiidizes: 95% 
of the alcohol, while only 5% 
« aWmineted as urine end .per-
spiration. 
Correct answer a. 
.-v. 
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Study may indicate increase in private college enrollments 
WASHINGTON. D.C. (CPS)--Ust fair 
private colleges shuddered in what they" 
feared was the first s t aged »long-expected 
decline in enrollment, while public schools • 
managed a marginal nationwide gain of 
27.000 students. • ' -J 
But a just-completed study of freshman 
applications for the fail. 1983 term suggests 
just, the opposite might happen next year.. 
The number.of freshman applications at 
private colleges is up seven percent over 
this, time last year, according to the-
Chronicle. of Higher Education's annual 
survey of admissions tfends, while applica-
tions* to public schools have dropped by 
eight peitent. ' 
,If those application figures hold, observ-
ers say!, they- represent a dramatic and 
. unanticipated replied; for many of the 
nation's 1,60tf" independent colleges and 
universities. 
"We certainly weren't expecting (the 
increase in applications), and at this point 
aren't quite sure what to make of,-ft;" 
confesses-Bill McNamara, spokesman for 
.the National Association, of Independent 
Colleges and Universities (NAICU). 
"We; hope it's » good sign," he ados 
' *arily. "but early applications are really a 
reliable barometer of what could happen 
next September." 
"Out of all those students who apply, 
there'il.be a lot of no-shows and a lot of 
cancellations, so it's very^difficult to say 
what will happen in the end," he explains. 
Public colleges; which expect their 
student populations to hold level next year, 
are similarly baffled by the early applica-
tions dropoff of eight percent. 
"We aren't expecting any kind of a drop 
of that magnitude in actual enrollment next 
fall." says Gary Hudgens, spokesman for 
=1 Secom 
2020 East Third Street 
Dayton, 6h io 45403 
Phone:151.3) 252-4943 
E X P E R I E N C E A N A I R F O R C E 
M E D I C A L C A R E E R : 
Experience • opportunities foradvanced education and' 
- specialization 
Exper ience • the opportunity to develop management. 
and leadership skills in modern, welt-
-•. eqirftfped health care, facilities 
exper ience • exceileni starting p^y, complete medical 
and w i t f t l care and 30 days vacation with 
pay each year 
• I rper tswee • being a part o»a highly professional health 
% care team: •• 
It you are qualified for any of the following, find out whet 
your experience can be; 
'. •'*, . • S . \ 
•Fully qualified Clinical Psychologists • Residents 
• laboratory Interns Fully qualif^edPh^sicians 
^ o r more information contict 
1 Major JohnOleeonorCept. BIIIQamettat1-aOO-84>-4a3^ 15-
the National Association' of State Universi-
ties and Land Grant Colleges. 
Hudgeps speculates the decline reflects 
student reluctance .to kpply to schools early 
more than it does a coming decrease is 
public campus enrollment. 
NAICU also plans to stick with its original 
projections of next fall's private college 
populations for the time being, McNamara 
says, " .al thoughwe' l l be pleasantly 
surprised if those early application figures 
: hold true." —v, 
' "We're making an effort to be less 
negative about this year's enrollment than 
we origina'ly thought," he notes, "espe-
cially. since financial aid wasn't cut like 
some people predicted. But once yotf get a 
downturn like we "had this fall, it's' 
extremely hard to pull out of it in one year's 
time.]' 
The downturn was dramatic.. Private 
college enrollment fell. by nearly four, 
percent since the 1981-82 school year. 
Observers attributed the decline to a 
-^student migration from the more expensive 
independent campuses to cheaper four- and 
two-year PjibUc colleges. 
GO 
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Wtuden t Aid"she said oh the phone/ 
'Help!'foe-said. To school and.ro home.r 
y • "RTA'.tbmeihe reply. 
"And what you sen'e will tellyoutvhy. T-
Then sfudeht IXKlies call you for a loan!" 
I COUNTS WIDE | 
'MA 
\CjV.t mvinituCuril OIK! Hide Afl IXiy.Eir'ry I My.. 
(on all l<T\tftyulqrMtHites ft >r iHilyjSiH) u mt >iut\^ 
\l 144 for Ride Informant >>r 
Q > > Q f > 
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r~ 
FAIRBORN CAMERA 
• • -• * . K ' ' 
Helps You Capture 
That Special linage 
I . 8 Tie fiaily Gmarlimn Marek 11, 19S3 
j 
the complete 
camera shop 
14 E. Main St., Fairbom, Ohio 
Monday, Tuesday, Thursday. Friday, Saturday, 9-6 
Closed Wednesday and Sunday 
.878-4392 
Coll ege 
e i i i o r 
rogra-m 
You may qual i fy fo r a special p rogram that 
pays you more than $1,000.00 a mon th if you 
are a jun ior , senior. d icgraduate engineer ing 
s tudent . Other ent i t lements include: v -
— complete medical and dental care for yourself and dependent 
medical, care under the Armed Services CHAMPUS health insurance 
program. . . , • J v T N . ' J 
— discounted shopping privileges at base exchanges (department 
stores), and commissaries (supermarkets!, ... , 
- r a $35,000.00 life insurance policy for only $4.06 a monjh. . . 
— free legal assistance. . . / 
— and many others. . . v 
Appl ica t ions may be submi t ted any t ime dur ing your jun ior 
or senior year -w i th payments to you beginning up t o 12 m o n -
ths prior t o graduat ion. Begin your engineer ing pract ice as an 
A i r Force of f icer . Some qual i f icat ions include: 
— U.S. Citizenship. 
— An aeronautical, astronautical, aerospace, electrical, mechanical 
dvH, or nuclear engineering major. . . 
Fo r m o r a I n f o r m a t i o n c a l l M S G T J o a OaWItt o r 8 8 G T 
J o a G a r l c a a t 2 2 3 - 8 8 3 1 . F r e s h m a n a n d s o p h m o r a s 
c a l l A F R O T C at 8 7 3 - 2 7 3 0 . 
^ M O M A f j 
% 
University Center 
March 17th—St. Patrick's 
f j r i o >v 
r Day Menu 
* During Finals Week 
^tudents on meal plan 
\ J. can receive free 
survival kit. 
*' c '• 
For Evening Study 
There will be hot chocolate 
in lobby Of dorm 
Allyn Hall 
Daily Specials 
Bike Shop 
GOOD FOOD 
SPECIAL ON 
FRIDAY j 
Rathskeller 
March 17th 
*' 3 " ' • V ' • < 
St. Patrick's! Day 
—Green Beer 
, Happy hour prices all. day 
GOOD LUCK 
WITH YOUR 
EXAMS 
y.i- • . k- (.;*•• -1 
I 
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Tourney field has 2 of Top 20 teams 
T h e 8 y m. Friday game matches Wright . 
State (23-4) against Lewis (19-9), the first" 
-meeting of the two teams this season. Lewis 
won both games against the Raiders last-
year by the score of 69-57 at WSU and 76-74 -
at home. .The Flyers won the- Great Lakes 
Valley Conference last year, but were 
shipped to the North Central Region whete 
they dropped an opening-round game to 
Nebraska-Omaha'. • • 
Like Wright State. Lewis' two front court 
players do most of the scoring. Junior Ron 
Lesiak averages 18.6 points per game arid 
senior Larry Tucker a'verages 20.2. Tucker, 
who was a first-team all-District selection, 
is ranked second in field goal percentage at 
69.1 The 6-foot-.7 forward also leads Lewis 
in rebounding with 6.9 per game. 
Other, starters for. ihe Flyers include 
senior Kevin Whittler, who averages 3^5 
points per game, and freshman Charlie 
Niegro, who averages 5.3 points per game. 
Sophomore Kevin Oiendorf averages 3.5 
points per game at the center position. 
"Lewis likes to jam the ball inside to 
Tucker with Lesiak shooting along the 
baseline." -Raider Coach Ralph' Underbill 
said. "We'll have topldy tough defense to 
prevent them from getting the easy shots 
Inside. Tucker post up well, but we'll' still' 
try to play them a straight man-to-man." 
The 10 p.m. game on Friday matches host 
Kentucky Wesleyan (21-7) against South-
ernConnecti<!ut(23-7). 
Kentucky Wesleyan won the Great Lakes 
Valley Conference title with a 10-2 record 
followed by Lewis at 8-4. The Panthers are 
led by all-Distri9t selections Dwight Higgs 
and Rod Drake. The juniors are averaging 
15.8 and i'2.5paints per game, respectively. 
SeniorJIay Zuberer is the only other, starter 
in akdble figures with" a 12.3 scoring' 
average. 
Wesleyan won five of its final six games 
after losing for the second time to WSU, ' 
80-56. in mid-February. This is the second 
straight NCAA appearance for the Panthers 
under thifd-year coach Mike Pollio. KWC 
finished 27-5 last year with -a third place 
finish at the national finals The Panthers 
capt^re'd fhe regional tournament with wins 
over Wright -State (76-71, overtime) 'and 
Central State (66-65). and' then won the 
quarterfinal game over Sacred Heart 
(88-85).-before losing to Florida Southern 
(90-89. overtime) and defeating Cal State 
Bakersfield (77-66) for.third place. 
It has been a rich tradition in Division n 
basketball for Kentucky Wesjeyars. The 
Panthers hold the best winning percentage 
ever in NCAA play with 44 wins and 11 
losses-to a .800 percentage, KWC has won-
four previo«$~,nation'al championships, 
second only to Evansvillets five champion-
ships. 
• "Wesleyan is tough, to play. in the 
Sportscenter. "said Underbill "Their only 
home loss'this seasotfwas "to its and that 
broke a string of 31-StraigKt dating back'to 
our other win in 1980-81. All three games, 
were tight for Wesleyan in last yeaf's 
tournament, but ill three were atfcome until, 
the Final Four. It's a good basketball cf^wd 
dowjrthere, but you have to keep the crowd 
out. of ihe game. We've played v«!ry well on 
the road this season and I think that's 
becabse we have been mentally tough." 
Southern Connecticut is the fourth team 
in the region and . the first" team to be 
shipped into the Great Lakes Region since 
Randolph-Macon in 1976-77. Randolph-
Macon ended up winning the regional-and 
advancing to the Championship game 
against UT-Chattanooga before losing to. 
the Mocs, 71-62. Underhill Was an assistant 
. coach at UT-Chattanooga at the time. 
This is the. second straight NCAA 
advancing to the championship game 
losing to Sacred Heart in the regional finals 
last year by a score of 78-67. Fifth-year 
coach Arthur Leafy has a career record of 
79-60. The Owls ar.e members of the New 
EriglaiufGrflegiatc Conference' which does 
not rec^ive'an automatic NCAA berth. 
Lending scorer for Southern'Connecticut 
Is junior Nate Dickey with a 15.2"scoring• 
.^average along with 8.3 rebounds per game. 
The other two double-figure scorers, are 
' guards senior Russell Brown (16.7) and 
freshman Jeff Busksoti (14.0). 
Underhill hopes to get out of regional 
Br RICK MCCRABB 
Sports Editor 
/Coach Ralph Underhill is a winner., Jlust 
look af the numbers. 
He has-led his teams to five straight 
20-win seasons and five straight, tourna-
ment appearances. He is the winningest 
poach, with at least five years- in. in 
Divisions 11 and III. He was'instrumenial in 
leading" UT-Chattanooga to the NCAA 
Division II • national championship in 
I97M77 with a $1-5 record. 
Still his Wright Statvlesres have never, 
won the big one. 
. Four tiroes he has taken a team to the 
Great Lakts Regional Basketball Tourna-
ment and four times he' hag lost. But 
mavbe. mavbe. this is {lis year. , 
" I think at'this time'weare playing better 
and more together than any other team 
; Ijavehad in'the past." Underhill said. '.'We 
<tave been improving steadily in .the past 
month. -Every time we Ifcave our best game, 
we go out.afid play better in the next game. 
think this is the best-team going into the 
tournament." . 
This is a good tournament -field, with 
two of ' the Top 20 te.ams making up tKe 
four-team tourney. Wright $fi!,e..23-4, will 
face Lewis. 19-9 in the opening game,, while 
host Kentucky Wesleyan. 21-7. faces 
Southjern Conneticut. 23-? in the nightcap. 
It doesn't take a genius-to figure*out that 
If things j o as planned, and both "Wright 
State and Kentucky Wesleyan victor-
ious the two powerhouses will face each 
other on Saturday in the finals. • 
Thai wouldn't bother Underbill 
"They have lo^ttwice in'the Sportscenter 
in the last.twoandi half years, and wehave 
been the team' to* do it. - They have to 
remember that," Underhill said. 
'"the Sportscenter is a tough place to 
play. They will have 5,0()0 screamingTans' 
yelling for thim . I hope we are able to get 
some fans down there to combat their fans. 
It would help my players to know that they -
had some fans up there yellinig. I just hope 
we don't play it that close Jo the cuff." • ' 
The Wright State fans hope the Raiders 
don't play it too tight to'the collar and choke. 
Developing « winning basketball pro-
gram is not done.by just on^oian, andthat'-
the case at Wright State. CoactrRjrfph 
Underhill Is aided by two fuU-timevcoaches\ 
Jim brown and Bob Grote, and JohnKt^ r 
who serve* as a part-time coach. 
*-• 
Assisting Underbill for the fifth year is 
Brown.-who is in his 11th year at WSU. A 
graduate of the University of Dayton. 
Brown came to Wtjght State in 1970 a* a 
part-time coach after a tour of duty in the • 
Army. He spent two years as a part-time 
assistant before assuming full-time duties, 
under Ross. Presently, his duties Include 
the coerdinatkin of academic standing of the 
varsity players and recrutttag. 
Joining .Wright State as a full-time 
assistant coach is Grote, who was a member 
of the New York Mets organization. • v 
"tafcfaf 
While at Wright State, Grote earned four 
letters it) basketball and baseball. He ended 
a basketball career as the third all-time • 
leading scorer with 1,406 points. He also 
held the record of 25 straight free throws 
until senior Gary Monroe broke that'record 
earlier this season. 
Former head coach Ross joins the-itaff as 
a . part;time assistant. In addition to 
assisting On the floor. Ross scoote^ this 
winter. He was Weight State's first head 
basketball coach before retiring after t&s 
1974-75 seasop. In five years Rosa compiled 
a 65-54 record. " 
WSU will win tournament 
D-E-F-E-N-S-E. * 
For years that was a nasty word at Wright 
State. The Raiders' basketb*]) team was 
* w i y an offensive show. Defense was 
.something tKc basketballers thought NATO 
Handed. 
However, that has all changed. 
"This team is' playing good, solid, 
defense," 'guard Mike-Grate said, '"and 
that's something that hasn't been done 
before. When a team plays good defense, 
everyone gets involved and lias fun." 
Since a mid-season upset at the hands of 
IP-Fti Wayne, the Raiders have played a 
tight half-court defense, using the patented 
press ooly a| ,a surprise weapon. 
Under The Stands 
Rick McCrabb 
Raiders' Coach Ralph Underbill believes 
the year of eiperiiance his players received 
is the.main reason for themtcess . 
"We had a whole year to work together. 
We have improved our defense tremen-
dously this year," Underhill said. "The 
players worked hard in the off-season. We 
•have taken our press off at times and that, 
has made it even more effective. This team 
4s playing more man-to-man defense than 
'any other teim'l have had here at Wright 
State." y 
Whether HV a man-to-man, lone, or 
press,- the Raiders' defense has been 
effective. Wright State has allowed 7Q or 
more points only three times in the final halt 
of the season. The Raiders finished the 
regular season with a 68.7 defensive 
average, the lowest since the 1975-76 
season. / 
In that same span, WrigKt State won 1| of 
its 12 .games. While the defense was 
clamping down on its opponents, the 
offense was up to its usual tricks. In the last 
•11 victories. Wright State beat Us 
opponents by an average of 17 points per 
game. . •*. 
Wright State defeated Kentucky Wes-
leyan (65-64); Central State (55-51), Gfennon 
(76-60). Kentucky Wesleyan (80-56). and 
St. Joseph's (130-92)-just to mention's few. 
Wright State 
1982-83 Results 
DATE 
Nov. 27 
Dec. I 
Dec '8 
Dec. II 
Dec. 15 
Dec. 18 
Dec: 21 
Dec. 22 
-Jan: 4 
Jan. 7 
Jan. 8 
Jan. 12 
J»n. 15 
Jan. 17 
Jan. 19 
Jan>22 
Jan. 26 
Jan. 29 
Feb. 2 
Feb. 5 
Feb. 8 
Feb. .12 
Feb. 14 
Feb. 16 
Feb. 22 
Feb. 24 
Feb! 26 
Mar. 2. 
OPPONENT 
' Yugoslayia-Sibenka (ex.) 
Indiana State^Evansville 
Indiana Central 
^Thomas More 
Alderson-Broaddus 
West Virginia State 
Spring Hill 
Bellarmiiie 
St. b rands - f lu . 
' SlU-.Edwardsville 
• Central State . 
IUPUI . 
Northeastern Illinois 
Ch'eyney "State 
'Indiana Central 
IP-Ft. Wayne 
•^Northern Kentucky 
Kentucky Wesleyan 
Franklin '.<* 
Transylvania 
Central'State 
Gannon 
Bellarmine . 
Kentucky Wesleyan 4 
Louisville 
Indiana Tech 
Transylvania 
St. Joseph's 
With the defense', playing the best" in 
years and the'offense racking up points at 
will, the Raiders are the team to be*t lathe 
Great Lakes Regional basketball tourna-
ment. 
And they won't be beat. 
^yWright State will , defeat Lewis in the 
opening round, by seven or tight points. 
Ijjiitucky Wesleykn wffl have a tittle trouble 
with Southern Connecticut hi the early 
going, but the PMSers wffl prevail by nine. 
March 11,' 19S3 Tb* Kaidrr Mmmdmf tt S 
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JO Grote: 'quarterback' 
For the second straight year. Mike Grole 
"quart erbacked" the potent Raider offense 
from his point guard position. After missing 
nine games as a sophomore when his bout 
with Crohn's disease flared up, it never 
much of a factpr this season. The 
6-fOot-1 junior did miss one late-season 
game, but should be at full streilgth for the 
tornament. 
As well as-being able to nail- the outside 
jump shot, he is equally adept at drivHTjfwf 
the hoop. His scoring output increased this" 
year to 5.7 points per game and he seemed 
to gain confidence as the season pro-
.gresse'd. He dished out a team-high 99 
assists and, despite bringing the ball up the 
court most of the time, committed less than 
two turnovers per game. ' 
"Having Mike on the floor is like having a 
second coich out there," Underhill said. 
"He does a great job ninning'the offense 
and can play good, aggressive man-to-man 
defense. He has proven that he can score, 
when he has to, but his role is to.run j h e 
offense and get the ball inside where we can 
do some damage." 
Grote played the role of hero in the 
Raiders' first- meeting with Kentucky 
Wesleyan this year at Ownesboij!. Off the 
missed jump shot by Tom HolzajSfel. he took 
the rebound along the baseline with his 
right hand"stretched bacM>ehind his head. 
AH'in one tnotion. he threw the desperation 
shot back, up through' the hoop to give 
Weight State the 65/64 victory. That, shot 
seemed fto~Sring the Raiders out of a 
mjd-sqason -slymp and' propel them' into 
post-season play with 11 victories in their 
. last 12 starts. 
The starting 
\ 
five 
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After dishing out .a schoolJrecurd 136 
assists from his second guard spot last year, 
one might .think that Anthony Bias, had 
found a set spot in the Wright State offense. 
Not so. Plans this year were to move hiip to 
-the quick'forward spot to better utilize his 
outstanding moves inside. 
The' results speak for themselves. The 
6-foot-4 senior opened the season with a 
. career-high 23 points in a win over Indiana 
State-Evansville and went on to -post the 
fourth best scoring mark on the team with 
. 9.4 points per game. An excellent passer,, 
he didn't neglect his old trademark as he ' 
was second on the-team with 90 assist^. 
That total includes e single-game record 11 
assists in the Raiders' final game of the 
year. V 
"There is no question that Anthony has-
tremendous basketball talent,'' said Undoi; 
• hill. "He started out quick-for us and then 
was slowed'in mid-season with the flu and -
knee problems. Lately, however, he's come, 
on strong and has been doing everything 
we've asked of him,, whether that means 
playing good defense or scoring the needed' 
.points inside." 
As an-exciting player on the court, his 
good defense can' tbe overlooked. His 3.9 
rebounds per game is good for third on the 
team and his 44 steals is. second best, -
-His offensive :output is a welcomc 
addition over last,season whfcn he averaged 
just 6.5 shots and .8.0 points per game. He 
came to Wright State from Bethany 
Lutheran Community College where he was 
'ah honorable mention "all-American. With 
two full years of Division II experience 
under his belt, his.senior leadership could 
prove invaluable in the regional tourna-
ment. 
an early-season 
As the starting center this year, Fred 
Moore has teamed up with Gary Monroe to 
. give the Raiders a strong inside tandem. 
The 6-foot-8 junior came ojLStrong late last 
season and broke into the starting lineup in. 
time to score 22 points in the NCAA regional 
tournament. He has comfe into his own this 
year and has established himself as a force 
in the middle for the Raiders. 
One big improvement has been the added ' 
consistency in his game. He hit double 
figures 22 times and was the second leading 
»co! -r with 14.6 points per game. His best 
games of the yeir were played in his 
hometown of Louisville. Kentucky, when he 
scored a career-high 28 points in "a key 
early-season victory over Bellarmine. and a 
team-high 19 'points in a loss to the 
University-of Louisville. He was the high 
scorer in eight gafnes and. was the top 
re'bounder, or tied for that honor, in seven 
games, whiffvincluded a season-high of 12 
Gary Monroe has established himself as* 
an all-american candidate this year whi le / 
.piling up some impressive numbers. An 
excellent shooter.'he has consistently beetl 
ranked i^the top ten nationally in field goal 
percentage, and is currently at 63.9 
percent. The 6-foot-7 senior has set school 
t>records for. consecutive, field goal's made 
(19) and free throws made (37 and still 
intact). For the season, he is- shooting a 
team-high 85,3 percent from the charity 
stripe.' ' 
A model of consistency throughout t i e 
season, Monroe was the high scorer in 15 of 
the (Raidets" 27 games, which included a 
season-high 30 points in the second meeting 
against Indiana Central. A junior college 
ail-American at Nebraska Western Junior 
College; he ii not a one-dimensionalplaye*. 
He also was the top ?ebounder or tied for 
that honor in 16 games and led the team 
with 7.6 per contest. His 18.5 scoring 
average is\the second best ever at Wright 
State. 
"Gary just continues to be" amazing," 
said Coach Ralph Underbill. "He bounced 
back well after the game at Louisville, which 
would have discouraged a lot of players.-He 
has been mentally tough for us all year long: 
He lacked'ronsistency a year qgo, but he has 
been our most consistent player this 
season." . • — 
Last year was a bit of a mystery for 
Monroe when.he played most of the time'at 
center. The move to forward this year has-
been to Monroe's advantage in facing the' 
basket . He has an exglosive first step to the 
hoop that is almost unstoppable. He 
finished the season as , the-team leader in 
steals (47) and minutes (841). and was 
second in blocked shots with 13: .-
against Indiana State-Evansville and West 
Virginia State. He finished the year as the 
second leading rebounder with 5.8 per 
contest'. 
"^red-has become a .stronger player 
inside with his addeef strength. Undcrhill" 
said. "He has been bitting the boards real 
well. . both/ offensively and defensively. 
Offensively, we;'re riiuch more effective 
when.he uses his good size inside.". 
>—Unproved shooting has been the key 
Behind • Moore's offensive' success. He 
finished the season shooting 51.5 percent 
.from-the field and 61.6 percent from the-
line. His 28 blocked shots were more than 
"twice the total for anyone else on the club 
and his thundering dunks have made him a 
crowd favorite in Wright State's P.E. 
Building. A high school teammate of ' 
Theron Barbour (redshirt). he transferred 
to Wright State from San Jacinto Junior 
College after his freshman season. 
Hose: 
' leadership' 
Like Fred Moore. Tom Hol/apfel also 
caught fire, late 1a'st year and tracked the 
sfarting lineup. A fifth-year senior, he 
wasjredshirted the 1980-81 season with 4 
broken-foot that still bothered- him at the 
beginning,of last year.. Once healed, he 
began making his'presence felt. He" had two 
starting assignments during the second half 
of the season!, but' it wasn't until the final 
game of the fegtilar.^season against^ 
Kentucky State that he finally emerged. He 
srored 14 points "and then pdded 30.points in 
the two NCAA tournament games to earn 
him all-tournahjent honors. 
• ' V .Tfiis year, the 6-foot-6 senior picked up ' 
right where, h e left off. Known for his 
patented, outside jumper, he is the third 
leading scorer with U .5 points per game 
while shooting SI.8percent from the field. 
He scored a career-high-22 points on H of 14 
shooting in just 25.minutes df ̂ ction against 
AldersOn-Broaddus . to 
victory. . 
COLOR VUE PHOTOGRAPHIC 
ProcMUng For 
Protiiatonal Phctog^aphort \y -
Cuatom Cotor PrWa 
and B.-W OtoMNM 
• HUSH s t n v i c E • 
Commercial • Portrait • Hfcddtaga 
35mm And Up 
Pk*up "And Oattvwy 
For local ProteMMnaia 
Pmiaaalonal ProcaaaingLab 
aOtM^WrAva. 
"We're'really pleased that 
back this yeir ." said Underfill!, 
had something to prove. He's as good a 
shorter as you will find and he's also a very 
smart player. He knows how Jo get the most 
out of his abilities and will give you the big 
effort ,iiv key situations. He has provided 
good senior' leadership all season and 
I the other players really look up to him." 
Scoring hasn't been Holzapfel'S only 
meahs of production. He committed the 
least number of fouls (40) andturnovere (38t 
among the starters while being the foi/rth 
most active with"734 minutes played. An 
excellent . student. . he completed his 
undergraduate work *tjth a 3.J93> grade 
foint average and earned his Bachelor of 
Science degree In business administration/ 
marketing. He is currently enrolled- in 
graduate school at Wright State. 
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Moore, Monroe, Bias, Grote, Holzapfel 
Moore: 'good size' 
The other seven 
Jonlor, guard 
Perhaps no one captures the Spirit of the 
crowd in the P.E. Building more than T.C. 
Johnson. The 6-foot junior spent most of the 
season .as the backup point guard, but was 
more than ready when called upon. 
He responded well in two late-season 
starting assignments, when Mike Grote was 
sidelined with Crohn's disease, with 12 
points against Indiana'Tec^ and tfed^his 
career-Wgti with 15 points against Transyl-
vania. 
"We can use T.C. much the same way 
that we use (Mark) McCormick," Underbill 
said. "Putting him on the floor doesn't take 
anything aw*y from our performance. His 
talents are tailor-made for our style at 
basketball." 
Eric Ellis made the team as » walk-on this 
year after transferring from Anderson 
College, where he played basketball for two 
years, but did not letter. He appeared in 17 
games this season and averaged 2. J points 
per game. He did show good offensive 
capabilities, shooting 50 percent from the 
field and 80 percent from the free throw 
line. 
The 6:foot-l 'junior saw his most' 
extensive action against Indiana Tech when 
he logged 15,'ihinutes' .and scored a 
career-high eight points. He matched that 
total, in the final regular-Season -game 
against St. Joseph's in just six minutes. 
Hlls does his best work on the open floor. 
It is here that he can best use his basketball 
talent. 
The only freshman am tnts-year s squau. 
Bobbie Sanders has appeared in 22 games 
for the Haiders And averaged Just over 
seven minutes per contest. The 6-foet-$ 
forward saw his most extensive action, 
against St. Francis and Indiana Tech when 
he logged 17 minutes of actions. 
" I think Hob will develop Into a solid 
college basketball player," Underhill said. 
"He 's a good outside shooter, but he is not 
selfish with the ball. He is very physical 
inside. You have to like his aggressive 
attitude."" . 
Sanders was a first team all-OMo 
•selection by Associated Press and a third 
team United Press selection in CUaaAA last 
After .struggling through most of his 
freshman season. Msrk McCormick proved 
himself at the college level this year. He. was 
the Iwling. scorer off the bench with 6.7 
points per p m e and got t S t a r t i n g nod sb 
timoa . " V J 
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Pew things can capture the " Running- JM 
sJidert" of Wright State, but the camet$»i;Jj 
of Sb f f t Kfawelt and Todd Gaglc have doa^v^ 
iJwttfcf, 
Senior-forwasjj Gary Monroe is 
(lamming ho«a^»ppints. Monroe end^T ^ 
'» the regular aetoop'tvtraging 18.5 pois®T.v 
per game. seSWjiSilfbi Wright S t a ^ ' f l 
Junior Fred Modw two points mj~C 
; the season finale Joseph's^ ' 
(Wright State ..beat t h J f f ^ U 3 0 - 9 2 an^ 
> They head into the tournljMpfi^J. • ; 
Sophomore Mark McCorwJdwcores two 
! 1 points against IP-Ft. Wayi^iBb Wrigbt&K 
I State lost the game 54-53 In overtimtjt 
(this upset that woke the Raiders up. 
State went on to win 11 of its next 12 gari^K 
the only kwa coming In Louisville. 
Raider defense. » V j ? " 
."..•defense that sparked the Raidc 
•V^dbWch. Wright State's defei 
^ oMjr.68.7 points per game, the 
i^jJ|«d< '75-76 season. 
Pictures of a winner 
;• • J: 
" v . . / / / / " ' * 
Drawing a 
conclusion 
Dauy Guardian staff cartoonist 0reck 
Hapner has captured v*he Wright State 
basketball season with this illustration. 
Junior guard Mibe Grate steals the Sail 
ftotffvjransylvania player as Coach f̂talph 
( llnderhill shows enthusiasm afterfiis team 
scored eight-straight unanswered points 
against Bellarmine 
Junior Fred Moore is sliown floating 
tWO DOI through \he air_for_twe points against 
Central State in the WSU Invitational. 
Again it's Moore, {his time driving the 
lane for two points. Senior forward Gary 
Monroe is shown going up against 
Louisville's Charles Jones 
3AECK 
WAP we* 
* 
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Campus Entertainment Network finds shortcomings 
(CpSV-Alltwas sel. 
Cimpus Entertainment'"Network (CEN), • 
in one of its biggest programming'coups, 
would put together -the biggest college 
concert ever, featuring onelof the biggest 
names-The Who-everto.filay the college 
circuit. And it'd ill be done in one glorious 
' night. - . " , ' , 
CEN would televise the group's purport-
edly. final North American concert live from 
Toronto December 17. beam the signal at a 
satellite, and back down to thousands of 
screariiing ^llege students tfho had paid to 
see the concert on 125 campuses around the 
•fv.'s. * 
But when thf" signal got to Chapel Hill. 
'-j^Nprth Carolina, for example, there was no 
- one there to get it. 
University of Nort h Carolina students had 
. .'been gone "at least a.week" by then, says 
Linda Wright. UNC's major production 
• coordinator. 
Only seven schools nationwide that were 
> still itl session by then agreed to show the 
concert. . 
• So it's been goiog for CEN. the space age 
venture organized in January, 1982, with a 
promise to bring live video concerts and 
events to campuses, which, of coarse; 
ordinarily , couldn't afford to book those-
big-name . acts and expensive theater 
productions. 
But the marvelous^-enriched* campus 
cultural life CEN hoped for hasn't ctmVe off-
as planned. , 
CEN has had fewer productions, broad-
cast to fewer schools, and lured a lot fewer 
Washington 1,200-seat auditorium. The 
same night at Memphis State, only 300 • 
people wandered into a 3.000-se.at theater. 
"I t-was a party weekend.',' explains 
MSU's Deborah Baker. 
Fourteen hundred of UNC's 1.600 seats 
were epipty at the Devo concert, Wright 
reports. 
And Lehigh University could coax only . 
5(10 students away from "the biggest night 
for'fraternity parties" of the year to the 
Devo concert,. Assistant Concert Director 
Steve Gordon says. 
•Things didn't go much better for CEN's 
broadcast of Duke Ellington's "Sophisti-
cated Ladies'' in November. <\^ 
North Dakota had' to - call off -jts 
"Sophisticated Ladies" showing because of 
satellite interferertce, though North Caro-. 
lina did find the "color, clarify and tone" of 
the show far superior to what it got from the 
Devo show. 
There have in fact been bright spots in the 
experiment. North Dakota, for example, 
made a gross profit of $2,900 off The* Who 
concert, says Student Union Chairman 
BritftTWilson. 
Notre Dame was happy with the (,500 
Who tickets it sold, adds Steve Strake. its 
onion director. ' 
And though it only $old 500 seats for 
Devo. Lehigh's Steve' Gordon expects "a lot 
from (CEN) next year. It works well for us." 
CEN still hopes to.wotk for them. Skinner . 
says' the network is planning "four 
productions for the 1983-84-school year" 
and "developing a package of subscriptions 
divulge what he found out. 
Ii might 'have, been confusion. UNC's 
Wright says some students after both Devo 
and "Sophisticated Ladies" asked for the® 
money back, saying they'd been deceived 
bv ads for "live" concerts that were instead 
Working late? 
Studying for exams? 
'Watching the 
late show? 
No • a t t a r w h y y M ' n ap, 
GRU8TV8 Haafaat wtaat 
yoe MWI to a«t rial of 
m»tfcaty»wh| 
HOT PIZZA 
COLD COKE 
what* • aaora i k a r t ' i 
FREE DELIVERY 
CdaatoMkayowkt* 
LATE 
NIGHT 
SPECIAL 
-Rodents than it thought^ would during Ha wjth 15:to-30 presentations" after that. 
first year 
Things have gone badiy enough for the 
company to call off its programming for the 
time being. . • „ 
"There are many considerations" behind 
the company's failure' to pull off its plans, 
says Rrtbert Skinner. CEN's corporate 
communications director: (concert) hall 
considerations, funding; and it 's 'a lot of 
i i a^ Work." ' 
.Individual campuses also tell stories of 
scheduling conflicts with tests and even 
party weekends, jinfo.reseen costs, some 
internal inefficiencies, technical problem! " 
and- competition from table 'television 
driving them- away from CEN. 
When CEN broadcast a Devo concert to 
15 campuses in-October, only 100 students, 
bought their way into the .'University of 
"We were generally satisfied with. |he 
campus responses.", he contends. "-People 
do like the idea, as long as the quality of the 
picture and sound is high." 
.He's "still fairly confident we will meet" 
the goal of signing up 125 schools by the end 
Of this school year. 
Td- attract them.- the company cotn.mis;. 
sioned Dr. Perry Ashley of the University of 
South Carolina to poll college audiences at 
The Who broadcasts. Ashley refuses to 
PIZZA & COKE . 
ONLY $4.80 • 
for a small-1 item 
$4.80 pizza with 2 can's 
of Coke" ' 
Youjnust 
request the 
Late Night 
Special 
f '"'alid for 
"•orders after 
1:00 P.M. 
One coupon per pizza 
t 
i 
i '. 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
j 
i 
i 
i 
K 
Extra! 
2 iarg! pizzas . 
cheese; & 2 items 
$9,35 
> V 
Valid'for orders after I0-.00 P.M. 
One coupon per pizza 
only televised live. . \ 
Wright, for one. is down on the project, 
although UNC is one of the 39 schools to 
(See 'Network,' page 15) 
There the Hell is 
the Orbit Inn! • • 
Ma ad la —d get twapMcfcara 
far Ibb price af oat! OM mi par 
caat—»»r. TWa affar goad Marc* 
14-A£ri 2 ,1*3 . Wa hava the fata* 
a! 
L - ~ — 
Chart your future ... 
Be an Air Force navigator. You'll 
enjoy a "challenging career and many 
Air Force advantages such as, great 
starting pay, medical care, 30 days of 
vacation .with pay each, year, and much 
more. Plan for your future today. See 
an Air Force recruiter. . * 
"Call MSgtJoeDeWittdrSSgt JoeGarqiaat 
513-223*8831. 
"A pMt «*r <* Mr 
"V 
m-
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Daydream to reality, life's work comes true 
measuring success. Harris has reached the 
point where more and more groups are 
coming tohim and he no longer has to lobby, 
as much for funding. l ight BOW. Harris 
estimates that his work has • attracted 
"well over a half a million dollars in 
FRANK HARRIS 
By FAITH PAREO 
Special Writer 
You have to run to keep up with Dr. Frank 
Harris, . , 
The distinguished chemistry priifessor. 
has just returned from Park City, Utah' 
where he participated in an international 
conference On controlled pesticide re-
search'. 
"Research affords one the fantastic 
opportunity to be truly creative," Harris 
said. "I love the whole process of taking a 
chemical daydream to reality." 
The result of a consistent reputation for 
quality work and many years of hart? 
laboratory work has been a growing 
world-wide recognition for Harris! 
Dollars for research are another way of 
ProfPi ie 
research funding." • 
Diverse interests such as the U.S. Aritiy 
Corps of Engineers, IBM, and NASA have 
contributed large amounts of research 
funds to some of Harris' projects. 
Sight now Harris is winding op a 12 year 
research stint funded by the Army- on a 
time release herbicide which works with the 
environment. 
The Herbicide remains active 'for a set 
period of time when the need is greatest, 
perhaps 6-8 months. 
Waterways in the west and south will 
remain clear with only minute quantities 
present in the.aquatic environment at any 
,one time. "After the herbicide has 
eliminatedthe Vegetation," Harris, notes, 
"it will decompose by microorganisms." 
Projects \such as the time-release herb-
icides will be patented. Wright State 
University has just asked the Army Corps of 
Engineers to start-thecomplex patent rights 
process. 
Harris emphasized, "Any rights to >v̂*' 
thrfse patents will become the property of 
the university, as well as any benefits-^ 
•is is the founding member and 
"past president of the InternatipHal Con-
trolled Release'Society and the editor of a 
book on controlled release formulations. 
"I've taught every summer for the last 3 
years at MIT (Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology) tVutnow Europe.has demon-
strated a keen interest in controlled release 
technology. I have been invited to be a guest > 
lecturer at a conference in Brussels the first 
week of May," Harris said. 
This'chemist, who did his undergraduate 
work at the University of Missouri and his 
graduate work at the University of Iowa, has 
come a long way working with "plastics." 
CARE seeks student donors 
Syndicated show 
airs at WWSU 
By CONNIE STELFOX 
Features Writer 
Movie Writers, rock''stars, comedians. 
, specialists, actors, and authors are just 
some of the personalities that are on' 
WWSU. Sundays at 6:30. 
It is a half hour syndicated pop culture 
"radio magazine show" called Nevrweek 
FM. It is sponsored byNewrweek magazine 
and their jjstkae division. ON .CAMPUS. 
Newswek mi proved to be'very pppular 
. in its begi^prihg. so Jeff Stern." publisher of 
ON CAMPUS 'and executive producer of 
Newsweek FM. announced the formation of 
t{je Newsweek FM network. 
One hundred twenty college campus 
stations were selected to be charter 
members and WWSU was one of them. • 
Besides bringing these promioent-.per-
sorialities to Wright State, "there a 
segment of each" show dedicated to local 
talent called "Street Vinyl." 
In this segment, each affiliate has the 
opportunity to submit an unlimited number 
of tapes, showcasing musical talent each 
week from their owif fflarketnlace. 
*• Each week Jeff Stern and "Thirsty Ear 
Productions," producers of Newsweek FM 
choose which tapes are to be features in'tfce 
"Street Vinyl" segment', heard hy "all 420 
affiliates. 
Some universities which have been 
featured ihthe past are Upsala University in 
New Jersey, Mulenburg University in.' 
Pennsylvania. San Diego State University in 
California,, and Staten Island CoHege to 
New York. . 
Some 5,^*5 have featured interviews 
with Martha Chambers, a siiuer with the 
-Pretenders; Shere Hite,- author of "The 
Hite'Report on Male Sexuality"; and-' 
Garrison Keillor, humorist and host of^The 
Prairie Home Companion." 
. Each half hour broadcast is split into four 
or five different sections, • usually' .not 
(elated, which provides the listener with a 
variety of subjects each week. 
By K A V E H B A H R A M I A H 
Special Writer" 
CARE is an international, non-political, 
and non-profit organization; which assists 
the unfortunate in the Third World in 
eliminating.hunfer and poverty, becoming 
literate, anffcteating a better quality of life 
Edwin J. Wesety, chairman of CARE, 
and Charles Einhorn, assistant director of 
CARE in the Ohio-Kentucky area, visited ' 
WSU yesterday.. Their basic reason for this 
visit was to evoke interest in the students in ' 
CARE. . • 
According to Wesely. students are 
surprisingly strotig financial supporters. 
They help by their modest contributions and 
organized activities. Secondly, they provide 
human resources for CARE, either in the 
form of volunteers or interims' (some 
International schools even provide credit for 
le students' work in CARE). ' • 
It is with individual contributions and 
some aid by non-profit organizations, tikp 
the U.N.. that CARE is able to perform Hs 
social duty> . 
CARE's projects in the .Third "\yorld 
countries include; providing clean witer 
systems by irrigation techniques, providing 
food for the poveoty-stricken, and most 
importantly, trsttiing people about child-
health programs, sharing- knowledge of 
'terracing and irrigation with farmers, and 
increasing income by introducing the 
people's ^Bujucts to .markets. Other 
activities include>disa*ter-relief and school 
apnstrBctloitr—. :j ' '•" ^ " 
Much of CARE's work in third-world 
countries .around women. More and more 
7 
EDWIN J. WESELY 
• - • • { • ' • )• "N-. •' . 
programs .are being sponsored to bring 
women more fully into the mainstream of 
development. ' . 
Last - year. . CftRE,- in an emergency 
program, provided basic.'essential food-
stuffs in'Poland, especially to people in 
urban afeas who were suffering the most ' 
from restricted food intake. 
U.S. dorfor contributions #re the back-
bone of CARE's support. CARE continues 
to find ways to stretch the donor dollar 
further. Last spring; all funded by private 
donations. 13 NR. players visited South 
American CARE projects.' They shared 
eye-witness reports through the media with 
'the people. CARE hopes, to bring the CARE 
story closer to its donors as well aa to the 
public at lafge-particularly young people. 
For more information, contact -Charles 
Einhorn. Assistant.Director, CARE Ohio-
Kentucky. 35 N. Chestnut St., Columbus, . 
OH 43215, (614) 228-C 
. - •. i 
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A o m o y r e a d ^ 
compares to 
Encyclopedia 
By MIKE HOSIER 
Feature Writer 
(The Sun Shines Bright. Written by Isaac 
Asimov and- published in 1981 by Avon" 
Books' $2.95) 
Isaac Aiimov is aiinan who.warrants quite 
a bit of respect. No Jess than the noted 
lawman's scientist Carl JSagan 'has called 
-Asimov, "The' great explaineKofthe age." 
(And you can be y»re the publishers of Avon 
Books put thai Ifitle statement on tjie cover 
. of The Sun,Shine\Brighi.) r- ' • > • 
M Print 
And perhaps A.simov deserves the • 
respect he receives. Not many then.'living 
or dead, can claim to have authored well 
over 200 full length books. At fifty or sixty, 
some years of age. he has -writteri--nay, 
breathed--more volumes than the average 
person migbt be expected to'contain in Ms 
home library. 
More, amazing, the majority of Asi* 
mov's works have been non-Oction. In 
general, authors as prolific as 'the good 
.dortor" (as Asimovis popularly known) sit 
around and make up stories. 
But mere is a distinct possibility that, as a • 
throwbwck of his ability to-spew out words, 
AsimovNriay be receiving more respect than 
he rightly deserves. That is, for a writer, 
Isaac Asimov is one hell of a computer. 
I bring all this.up because in Asimov.'s 
latest (?--only the publisher knows forsure) 
book, "the good Boctdr" applied'his 
..superficial touch to a most diverse 
. cornicbpia of topics -One- wouldalmost think 
. that he is being exposed to textbook' chapter 
. sommaries. ' 
- The Sun-Shines Bright is a collection of 
essays which originally'appeared in The 
" Magazine of Fantasy qnd Science Fiction. 
^Zampus Paperback Bestsellers^ • 
1. Items from our Catalogue, by Alfred Gingold- # 
(Avon, $4.95.) Spoof of the L. L. Bean catalogue. ^ 
2. A Few Minutes With Andy Rooney, by Andy Rooney. 
" (Warner, $2.95.) Humorousessays by the TV personally. 
3. When Bad Things Happen to Good Peoplf,.by Harold 
Kushner. (Ayon, $3.50.) Comforting thoughts from a rabbi. 
4. The Restaurant at the End of the Universe, by Douglas 
Adams. (Pocket, $2.^5.) Successor to "Hitchhikers Guide " 
5. Hitchhikers Guide to the Galaxy, by Douglas'Adams. 
(Pocket. $2-95.) Companion to.the PBS TV series. 
6. A Mother and Two Daughters, by Gail Godwin. (Avon, 
$3.95.) A death in the family createsfQpcrisis. . 
7. Sophie's Choice, by William Styron. (Bantam, $3.95.) The 
nature of evil seen through the lives of two doomed lovers. 
8. The Dean's December, by S&ul Bellow. (Ppcket $3.95 .) 
The latest novel by .the winner of the Nobel prize. 
9. Love, by Leo Buscaglia. (Fawcett, $3.50.) Inspiration 
from a Southern California professor. 
10. Real Men Don't Eat Quiche, by Bruce Feirstein. 
(PScket, $3^95.) A hilarious guide to masculinity. 
Ooffiprted o» r«# c*on<* [ A 
Songs 
that people forget 
(continued from page 13) 
John Denver, in his song "Thank God I'm 
a Country Boy.'' sings faster th^ri Alvfii and 
the Chipmunks in heat. He says, "I got me a 
fine wife. I got me a fiddle." A friend of 
mine thought theword were "I got me a 
fyfe; forgot me old fiddle." 
Another person thought Eric Clapton's 
song "I shot the sheriff" was "eye-shocked 
Sherri." ' 
Some songs even pick up religious 
meaning -when they are interpreted by 
certain people. Jill Poppe. _student 
government chairer', said^'fler - mother 
thought Neil Diamond's'' ' ' Forever in 
Bluejeans" was "Reverand Bluejeans."' 
. Another student had the wrong idea 
about the song-"Disco Duck." but for^the 
time being. I'll spare you the details. 
There has to be a logical solution to the, 
problem. .M?ybe if all songs were displayed 
in sign language the meanings would never 
be taken wrong again. Well...maybe not. 
eefiO" t'orn j«torm t̂«x< s* dbrconegesiofeaiiwouenovi the country Mvcnis iM3 
This explains to some.extent the self-
xjrtentious rambling style.Asimov affixes 
:o the" beginning of each essay. If you «(ere 
to read the *ssays one- at a time, waiting a 
month in between eich reading, you'd 
probablv^find the introductions cutt. The 
readers of The Magazine pf Fantasy and 
Science Fiction likely did". 
But read one after the other, the essay 
iritros are nothing but sap. ' 
After you get past the introductions, the 
.real contents of the book are excellent. The 
topics covered range from the sun and the 
stars to uranium and cells. 
When he finally gets to his topics Asimov 
writes concisely. Each essay is a little jab of 
knowledge. But Asimov. as "The great 
explainer of the age. " js more prolific than 
great, although definitely adequate. 
In sum. The Sun Shines Bright is a little 
like having your Grandpa read selections to 
you from the Encyclopedia Brilianica. You 
know, in a manner that is kindly., a tad 
•jelf-glnrifying. and right from the .book." 
It's al l in the name 
By MIKE HOSIER 
Featare Writer 
(The Name Book. How Your Name 
Affect's Your Life. Written by Pierre Le 
Reuzic.! Translated from French by Robin 
MarNaughton and James W. Greenlee. 
I.can't u'nderst,and'that. I had'supposed 
that a lot-more people.would think The 
Name Book was silly-. But then I'm pretty 
subjective. You understand-. A 
r.-
• The essential premise of The Name Book 
is that there are. 80 basic names to Which all 
Published in 1982 by Bantam Books.S4.95}j otfier names correspond. For example, the 
- . _ _ »name Lunt corresponds *to Charley. The 
name Rafferiy corresponds to Clement, fei 
short, the book "really makes a lot of s'ense. 
' The 80 basic names are also called pilot "• 
names. There are really only79 pilot names. 
The eightieth '.name is a Vriystety' and 
transcends our limited human knowledge. 
It is the lost name, that of the Universal 
Man. ' ' - v 
&(JL£UJ 
Much Ado Review to 
present studeitt talent 
A 
By DREW DIXON 
Associate Wr$er 
The talent sht>w Much. Ado Revie 
sponsored by Student' Development. • is 
swinging into .gear . and searching for 
student talent for the show. * ' 
" J t V a n excellent place and time for 
students-to display their talents before their 
fellow students." Assist*,^ Director of 
Student(0evelopment and person in charge 
of the prtJhi'ction-. Gerry Petrak, said. "We 
would like Jo-attract pro-type acts." 
Like the byline says, my name is Mi.ke. 
That's short for Michael. And whether you 
.can tell or not merely by reading Mike, 
yours truly is one incredible specimen of 
human being. 
According to The Name Book people 
named Mike make othfer people think of 
strength, .valor, and justifce whenever we 
are around. 
We Mikes, althpugh master/of our own 
fates, are incapable of putting ourselves in 
another's place. We tend to be very 
"subjective. Seeing 'us "iit- action makes 
The entrant can be sponsored by » everyone realize that they'je "dealing with 
Petrak said there wi|l be two categories 
• entrants. -
university dub or organization.. 
'2. - A person can participate, as all 
independent entrant. • 
All entrants will be judged and prizes'will 
be awarded. .Prizes will be given to Jhe best 
independent and sponsored entrant in each 
category. • . 
Applications for'auditions can' be filled Name Book think that the book li acctirat 
-,out at the Student "Development office XI22 The general consensus of people who rei 
Student Services). Deadlines for applies- about themsetves was that The Name B< 
tions will be April 8. ' descriptions fit them to a T. 
someone in a "championship class." We. 
•re lively, analytically brilliant, and warmly 
affectionate." 
And. here all along I thought it was jusimy 
pretty face. 
As you might suppose, almost everyone I 
have had read abou; himself Sp The 
IT The Name Book sounds to you like a 
whole big bunch of biillp.uckyyou" might be 
right. I think the book is based on a possibly 
good idea, but I also'think Le Reuzfc.gives 
names »little more credit (Van they deserve 
- in the determination of individual personali-
ties. , . . %.• 
Personally! sort of gel oft'on hearing Kow 
marvelous we Miles are. But all you Freds 
and Ediths and Rose t^aries would probablv 
be similarly swayed by \The Name Book's 
descriptions. 
- • . ' - "'' V" . • . * . 
' By thew»v. Pierre (as in Pierre'Le Reuzic) 
corresponds to Peter. And. all Peters, 
according to The Name' Book, are as 
effervescent" as fine champiigne and as 
scintillating as adiamond. . ^ 
just thought alj you Petes out there 
:ht like to krto*i".—" 
ENTERTAINMENT 
Our flick picks It's your turn to pick the Oscars 
ctok* 
+D*bn Winger. An Officer and a 
Jentleman 
,The Verdict Peter OToole. My Favorite Year 
BEST SUPPORTING. ACTOli BEST SUPPORTING ACTRESS: BEST DWECTORi 
Richard A tt en borough. Ghandhi .Charles Durning, Best Little Whorehouse," —"Jessie* Unge. Toqtsie 
.Wolfgang Peterson. Das Boot • * »• ,#•* • * 
—Steven Spielberg', FT 
.Glenn Close. Garg 
,Teri Gart, Toouia 
—ILou GossetJ J r . , A* Officer and 
• > a Qendemm • ' . * 
-Jbhn.Uthgow, World According to Garp 
—Sidney Pollack, Tootiie —Kin Stanley, Frances —James Mason. The Verdict 
If jrwi wanted to view Misting, „r 
favorite Year Best. Little Whorehouse in 
Texas. World According to Garp. Victor/ 
. Victoria, and Das Boot, you're too late, they-
aren't playing here. 
However, they're sure to return ifabywii, 
that elusive,Oscar. > " 
If you've already seen these, here ar 
our suggestions for entertaining flicks. . 
That Championship Season. Powerful 
movie centcrinjg-^round a reunion of a 
Championshipwaskotball team. Baspd or 
theplay of thaV. Mine. CenterviUe. • 
' .Caligula. Controversial film concerning 
the lush, sad'rstic times during the re'gn of 
the Roman emperor, Caligula. Kon Tiki. 
Trfnt-hcoat. Light comedy with Margcit 
Kiddct living the life of a Mickey 'Spi(lane 
tvflj—ptovate eye for the. sake of writer's 
inspiration. Salem "Mall. Dabel. 
Pink Floyd--The WalL Grim evijlutign. 
based on the best selling album of the same' 
name. UCB 110 Oelman 
Soiled Page(s) 
9* <?-
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Classic cult film to enjoy run at a rea theaters 
By DfeAN LEONARD. 
Entertainment Writer 
A Boy and his J)og, the science fiction 
film released in 1975. opens today at ' the' 
Kon Tiki and CenterviUe Cinemas. The 
film, based on the, Harlan' Ellison novella 
arf.d directed by L. 0- Jones, has, over'the 
years, attained something of a cult 
following. 
richly designed as the fantasy worlds that 
Fellini and Kubrick -fashioned.'' Roger 
Ebert found the movie a "wacky success... 
weird, offbeat...unique." And Charles 
Champlin of the LA. Times declared the 
film "a*delight, a kind of funny nightmare 
.recited as upcoming fact -• alive with 
invention." 
A Boy and his Dog. which premiered-at 
the 32nd World Science Fiction-Convention 
in Washington D C.. is set in tfieyear 2024." 
The fourth World War has left Oik surface of 
tltt aaeth a aea a# dried, mad. T M 
protagonist. Ylc (played by Doa Johnso**. 
a d W» dog, Mo*4t o r t e c e t ^ t o 
Quilla June, who lures them, against the 
advice of Blood, to a city a half mile into the 
bowels of. the earth. This abundantly 
endowed, plastic community called "To-
p e ^ ; is under the benevolent, despotic" 
control of the Committee, led by Jason 
Robards. 
• Using Quilla June as bait, the Committee 
has tricked Vic down to, the city, because 
their men have become impotent after many 
years of sub-surface living. Vic is to-be used 
to impregnate 30 of their young females Ic* 
population coatrol. 
, actor Don Johnson, and Performing Animal 
Top Star of the Year to Blood. 
L.Q. Jones, who acted in over 60 films 
including some Sam Peckinpah pictures like 
The Wild Bunch and The Ballad of Cable 
ftogue. before becoming a director, did full 
justice to Harlan Ellison. 
Ellison himself said. "After twelve years 
of seeing my work butchered by producers? 
^Jsielye-yprs of-openly complaining a^out' 
thejrisual interpretations of my stones, at 
last sonMon« bm produced i fakhfij 
version of a sMty very close tc/m*. 
II 
What? Y<ou want to .compare all of the 
Oscar nominee's and you don't know where 
they're.playing? Well, for your convenient 
we've supplied this Handy Dandy Guide for 
Oscar Nominees Playingyii Dayton Thea 
l O - W f o M d p t a v 
By DEANLEONARD 
E t r r t i h — m l Writer 
Fill out the ballot tbrm below. Simply put a University Center--and deposit your ballot 
checkmark or an "X" in the space next to in the big box outside the door. 
the name of the Oscar contender you think is 
rk/l foisted « y Oscar predict*™, going » win. Wt- will tally alt the votes a»* 
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Penzance movie 
bursts with energy 
r-
V 
PIAF: La Vie, I 'Amour., a one woman show, will open March 18 at the Victory Theater, 
and run through March 27. The play, written by Gay Marshall, (pictured above) *nd 
Lane Bateman. is the story of Ejlitfi PiaT-her humor, her love, heroutrageous lifestyle, 
from sirtging in the streets opParis, lo the highest peaks of her career and world fame. 
Through song and narration, the Plaf story dramatically unfolds..'.The joys, the 
sorrows, the pain and the courage. The life of Edith Piaf is tragedy followed b y 
triumph. Everything of anyone she loved was either taken away or died. After each 
shattering personal experience, Piaf emersed herself in her music and reached-new 
heights as a singer. Her songs were her life and through, them, Plaf, the person, can be 
understood. The Victory Theater is offering a special half price limited seating on 
' opening night for all WSU faculty, staff, and students. Tickets can be ordered through 
the Hollow Tree office. > 
By DEAN LEONARD 
Entertainment Writer 
While watcliing the movie versicttf of 
Joseph Papp's Pirates of Penzance in,the 
theater, I k'ept thinking about the 'TV 
viewers watching the film at home. The film 
had a simultaneous thealer/cablt release. 
This-dual release has caused a controversy: 
flustered theater owners are claiming that' 
since Pirates is available to cable subscrib-
ers; the film has little chance of doing well in 
theaters. 
. / 
a perfect 
^director. 
• • However, the studio releasing the film 
has countered that they've released Pirates 
to-cable subscribers who-never go out to 
movies anyway-people who go to theaters 
will continue to do so. Well, 1 can- see both 
sij'es of the argument, but 1 tend to 
sympathize ^ith thesexhibitors. . 
You set, I have, this horrible fear t h « 
'movie theaters are going to be phased out 
(although, rationally. 1 don ;t . believe I t ' s 
going to happen- at least, not in the near 
future). There's nothing quitelifce going out 
to the movies. There's nothing like .the 
looming, larger-fhan-iife image on the 
screen in front of us. 
The Pirates of Penzance, now playing at 
Centervillc C.inemas, is in' wide-screen 
•^Egnavision; it's a very pretty film. Looking | 
at the wide screcn, 1 thought the pjjor cable 
viewers who saw this movie oh their little 
square "sets didn't really see it. The sides Of 
the imageswetc lopped_ off. 
ThislsTl think, a serious matter. But wtjat 
about the matter of the ^film itself? Ttfe 
Pirates of Penzance is great fu,n. I saw it fit a 
Sunday matinee, and it's .
Sunday-matinee Sn'ovie. The 
Wilford-Leach (wh'aalsrf directed the New 
York stage production), has made the movie 
-with an eve to artifice: the sets have a 
wonderful cardboard-cut-out quality, h ' s 
selfconsciously whimsical, but not in a bad 
way. In this Gilbert-and-SulIivan fantasy-
-land, we can - enjoy the fantasy while 
remaining removed from it. • 
Wilford Leach is not a stage-bound 
director. Overall.-he handles the material m 
ah enjoyably' cinem'af c way. In. composing 
for the wide-screen, he sometimes cuts off 
dancers' feet, but there are' some niet 
effects. 
For instance, the bumbling cops, led by 
f" Tony Azito (whose body is made of rubber), 
aiy introduced in an exhilarating reverse 
trockingshot. Unlike many. 5!age-to-5,creen 
efforts' which Aog down" in sluggishness, 
Pirates of Penzance bursts with energy.' 
YTERTAINMENT •  
Cincinnati club gets face lift 
7 write the'songs that make 
people forget the words? 
By FRANK SULLIVAN 
Special Writer 
. Since it's new face lift,; Bogarts is really 
coming into the limelight of mutio-mosic a t 
All spectmms in fact. 
Bogarts. -on Vine Street nfcar the 
University of Cincinnati, is a club with a 
vyry unique historyylt^has grown from a 
vaudeville houae to a mbvie houae. called 
the Northland T h e j t ^ . t o Intercircle; a 
sma'll sixties bar setting,'and finally to it's 
dame of eleven years, Bogarts..Laire Beecfi, 
Bogarta'public relations repteseatative said 
" Bogarts became Bogarts in 1972. Through 
the years it has kept a format of .showcasing 
local. regional.and international talent." 
Bogarts has book acts like The Police, Pat 
Benatir, Molly Hatchet, Maynard Fergu-
son, Joan Jett, Devo and -Buddy Rich, to 
aame a few 
Unfortunately, seating in the old movte 
house wa^always very limited. When asked 
why Bogarts fias been renovated, Beech 
replied,. "Number one, we more than 
doubled pur capacity, so what we used to 
-Save to do in two.shows we can do in one 
now. The bands are given i thousand seats 
instead of flve&un^red. So it increases o«r 
opportunity to get some bigger name talent 
that we never could get before." 
In the past, one would come to Bogarts 
and not even be able" to hear, much less see. 
who was performing. 
Beech w ^ P ' T h e stage has been 
widened to increase the audience's view of 
the performer from all angles. The sound 
an^ light systems .are all brand new.-A 35 
channel board replaced the limited light 
„ system and a new sound board repUced U»e 
(Sa. prng. Iff 
By GREG M1LANO 
Staff Writer 
Whether we like to admit it or not, 'all of 
us have done it. We have surig songs aloud 
for years .before realizing we have been 
using the wrong words. It can be extremely 
embarrassing when we discover what we've 
dope. Sometimes we refuse to accept th^ 
truth ind cling to our old words out of habit. 
For years Mnsisted the song "Guantana-
mera" actually said "one'ton tomatoes>" 
.n John Denver's hit "CountryRoads," he 
says. "1 belong in West Virginia. Mountain 
Manta^' . I always thought he said ' 
"mounting mawas." 
• Todd Gagle! a - photographer at the 
•Guardian. Interpreted AC/DC's words 
"dirty deeds and they're done Ar t cheap." 
as. "dirty deeds and the thtinder chief." 
Logic never seems to play a role when 
peoplchappily plug in their own words to 
popular musi^. Drew Dixon, a reporter for 
the Guardian, thoughta-s^ng by A<* called 
"How long has this .beenli>inB on" was 
"How long, beef i 
Rick NfcCrabb. -sjiorts editor, misinter-. 
preted Bruce Springsteen's words in the 
song "Borneo fiuh." Springsteen says, 
"just wrap your .legs around these velvet 
rims, and strap your hands across my 
engines. "- Ritik usejl to sing1''"strap your 
hands across my inches." \ . 
.Jeff Hudson, graphic artist, swears 
singles in the background Of Air Supply's, 
hit are saying "lost in lust." • 
"Misinterpreting. words is . rarely a 
problem in slow love songs.. Words are 
usually.spoken deliberately enough for even 
the worst'listeners to comprehend.'No. the 
problem hire i» understanding the words of. 
groups who ha?e to cram 25 syllables.into a 
three second beat. 
-'"U 
' • > * i \ ' * • 
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^ HOT DATES J Q 
fcsTmrrts FOR ACADEMIC CREDrr SOCIOLOGY RESEARCH PROJECT 
All handicapped students interested in 
participating i» Sociology Research Project 
may contact Julie Bulger. Other by calling 
275-4946 or by leaving a message in Allyn 
Hall mailbox #1 279. The Research Project 
entails, filling out a one page'survey. 
ALLIED HEALTH DEPARTMENT ' 
Sinclair Community College's Allied 
"The'Wright State University College of 
Education and Human Services is offering 
advanced institutes for academic credit. 
Theinslitutes will teach participants how to 
map personal and professional skills, and-
will aid teachers in developing educational 
competency, testing programs for students. 
"Personal Skills Mapping: Personal 
Growth and Change,'' is designed to help 
participants identify Skill areas, such as 
self-esteem »nd time management, for Health Technologies Department will open 
future.development. The institute will be all of its laboratory facilities to the public 
offered over three weekends, beginning' on Friday. March 11. H83, 9 a.m. to noon. 
Friday. April 8. and Saturday, April 9. and^p/ Guided tours will begin in the lobby of 
again on Friday. May 6, and Saturday. May ^building three. Faculty members will be 
7. The final dates for the course are Friday. aVailable. to answer questions and provide 
June 3 and Saturday. June 4. The deadline information on all programs offered in the 
for registration is Friday, April t. Allied Health field. Explore the exciting. 
An institute in "Minimum Competency opportunities in health careers such as. 
Testing-Preparing to Meet the Ohio- Sate Dietic Tehnology. Medical Records, Nurs-
Requiremenfs," will offer specialized help ing. Dental Hygiene. Radiologic Technol-
tb teachers in developing and administering ogy. Respiratory TTheraipy, Physical Thera-' 
a competency testing program to ' their pist Assisting* Surgical Technology and 
' students, t h e institute will meet on three Mental Health Technology: . 
weckeii|tS7-"beginning Friday, April 15, Tour groups .-are welcome. For further 
and Saturday. 2April 16. and. again on' information contact the Allied Health 
Friday. April 29. and Saturday, April 30. Department at 226-2545. 
The final dates for the institute are Friday;' 
May 13. and Saturday. May 14,. 
registration deadline is Friday.. April 8. 
Both 'institutes will .take place at the 
Imperial House North motel on Needmore 
Road, at exit .58"(>ff Interstate 75. 
For ^registration and more information 
about the advanced institutes, call-the WSU 
College of Continuing, and Community 
Education at 673-2460. 
SOLAR HEATING WORKSHOP 
Wright Stat? University's Environmental 
Studies program will sponsor a workshop in. 
solar water heating design and construc-
tion. beginning Friday, April 15-
The-workshop will meet in three sessions 
on 'th'c WSU main campus. The first 
sessions will be <5ri Friday. April 15| and 
Friday. April 22:Jmm 7-10 p.m. The. final 
session will be held Saturday. May 21, from' 
8 ir.m.-4 p.m. .• • 
Th'e aim of the workshop is to provide all 
the information and skills necessary for a. 
person to build aî d maintain a solar water bee" published bv HarCourt Brace, Lothrop 
heating system specifically adapted to-his or and Houghton Mifflin. ,-
her'home. ' The lecture is being sponsored-by the 
Participants need n? previous experience. Friends of .the Wright State University 
in solar technology, plumbing or electrical Library1. For mor^"'information, call the 
wiring, as each s.tep in the construction and 
installation of the svstojm.wjll be covered in 
detail. -
Tijere is a registration fee for the 
.workshop, and registration is limited. For 
more information, call- the WSU Environ-
mental Studies office at 873-2542. 
: -'. . ' •. ;• C 
FEMALES FOR COMPETfnVE TENNIS 
AUTHOR TO DISCUSS CAREER 
Sandra Love, author of several juvenile' 
fiction books, will discus's her successful 
writing career in a free, public lecture at 
Wright State University Thursday, March" 
10.,"hie lecture will begin at 7:30'p'.m. in 
rooms 155-B and C in the University Center-
„ on the WSU main campus. ' 
Love will discuss her past and present 
•Writings, how she managed to establish 
herself as a writer, and how to succeed as a 
writer today. 
Author of four books for eaify adolescent 
readers., Love -creates realistic "stories-
dealing with such conte'mporary problems 
as the 'transition from childhood to 
adolescence; and the children of divorced 
parents. • • • •, - ' 
Sht; was awarded the Elizabeth Enright 
Award from the .Indiana Writer's Confer-
. ence for her story. "Sunday M[orning. 
Winter Morning." Her books, including 
Crossing Oyer and Dive for the Suni have 
into beginning, intermediate or . pre-. 
compe'titive groups according fo their , 
abilities. They will change groups as their' 
skilis improve. All groups will meet on 
Tuesdays and Thursdays.from 6:30 p.m. to 
7:30 p.m. or frort 7:30 p.m. to 8 30 p.m. 
Enrollment is limited, and the registra-
tion deadline is March 25. For more 
information on the swimming program or 
registration, contact the WSU College of 
Continuing, and -Community Education at 
'873-2460. 
^ ' . 
UNEMPLOYMENT COURSE OFFERED' 
Coping with Unemployment and Poverty 
is (he subject rfi> new icourse to-be offend at 
Sinclair Caimrninity College tbi* spring 
- quartet. . i 
This 1) week course will be held on , 
Tuesdays from 9:30 a.m. ( o - l - p . m , 
beginning April 4. Spring quarter registra-
tion at Sinclair March 28. ' 
For additional information call 226-2889. 
OFFICE OPEN FOR USE 
The former Food Co-op office (029 
University Center) is now available for use 
by any group or organization. If interested, 
contact Loma Dawes, director of University 
Center. 103 University Center, extension 
2922. 
'ETHNIC DANCE* OFFERED IN SPRING 
"Ethnic Dance, " a course designed for 
anyone interested in exfrcise. international 
dance and mosic, or ethnic culture, will be 
offered this spring at "Wright State 
: University. 
The class, which carries two hours b£ 
academic credit, will meet on Mondays. 
•Wednesdays andTridays, noon-12:50 p.m., 
in room 153 of the Physical Education 
Building on the university's main campus. 
Spring quarter classes begin Monday. 
March 28, and continue through Friday, 
June 3. Open registration for WSU classes 
ends Wednesday, March 23. 
Participants will learn a variety of dance 
steps from countries throughout the. world 
including Russia. Israel, Greece, and 
.Rumania, among others. 
"Dances have been carefully.chosen not 
only from a large number of regions but also 
from a range of dance styles," according to 
Dr. Hairy Khamis, dance instructor and 
WSU assistant professor of Mathematics 
and Statistics. "Some of the dance styles 
that, participants will be taught are *Ali 
Tasa.' a Turkish dance, 'Miserlou,' a Greek 
dance, and 'Alunelul,' * Rumanian dance 
•style," Khamis said. i 
For registration or mor» information, call 
the WSU Division of Health, Physical 
Education and Recreation at 873-3223. 
CLASSIFIEDS 
ANY FEMALE WTTH A competitive tennis 
background.''Interested in playing col-
icgjetcjehixH shoiilct contact Will Cleve-
land, tennis o.ach ar873-2771., Tryouts are 
in progress.. • • 
• e ': 
WSU Ifcrary *t «73-2214. , 
§WIMMING FOR YOUTH INSTRUCTION 
A competency-based swimming instruc-
tion program for children aged 5 to 13 will 
be offered .by the Wright State University 
College of Continuing and. Community 
Education. 
The progranjbegins Tuesday, March 29, 
and las^s" through Thursday, June 2. 
Experienced instructors who h#ve Water 
Safety Instructor's Certificates "wjll teach 
the course. V. • \ . 
Student's ip the program wtiPbe/placed 
WILL TYPE your thesis and misc. SI.50-a 
page. 253-2554. 
V v ' ' 
• TYPING. FOR TERM papers, resumes, and 
manuscripts.'' No job too small'. Have, 
machine that..will type all.lines in equal 
length like in a 'book. of''magazine. Call 
Gloria at 698-5834 after6 p.m. or 276:5995, 
between 9 a.m. and'4:30 p.m. 
DO YOU WANT TO experience the real 
world?"' COMCO wants you Hake Com 203 
-for a better taste of life: 
ANYONE GOING TO Eastern „ FloridV 
throtigh Melbtiu.rne, Orlando or Coco spring 
break. I'd love a ride. Will help' with 1 
gas and driving. Karen. ^61 -79 
1 FQKND A calculator in -tlje men's- rest-
room. third floor in the library March 7. 
Describes folly and I will return it. Mailbox -
R26i . b _ 
WANTED! Drummer for hard Rock/PVog-
ressive- band. Serious inquiries only call 
878-8259 and 'a^k for Mike. 
FREE BOOM AND BOARD plus salary in 
exchange for live-in infant care a n d ' 
light-housekeeping. Centervifle area. In-
quires call Debbie V„ 873-3050. 
WAITERS AND WAITRESSES wanted; 
part time Summer positions now available. 
Flexible houn. Apply in person Monday 
12-5 p.m. and^Thursday 2-4 p.m. George 
, Newcom's Javerfi. 
NEED ROOMMATE to share 2 bedroom, 2 
bath apartment at Meadows of Catalpa, Call 
27^4987. ™ . 
WATCH LOST--Lady- Elgin w^tch lost on 
campus Fridav. Feb- 25 j las square brown 
face. Reward. Call Linda Smith. 873-3232 
9'5. weekdays. 
PROCESS MAIL AT HOME! $30 per 
hundred. No experience. Part or full time. 
Start immediately. Details.\ send self-
addressed. stamped envelop^ Haiku Dis-
tributors. 115 Waipalani Rd.. Haiku, HI 
'96708. 
PAIR BORN 1 NEAR WPAFB AND WSU. 
One and two bedrooms. J200 to S228 mo. 
Save $50-100 mo. Small'monthly heat cost 
guaranteed. 878-3871. eves.^8-5371. 
T1 GRAND PRIX-Two tone green. AM-FM 
radio tape d<$ck. auto-transmission; cruise 
control. Air. new brakes and exhaust 
system, must aell. in Navy. $2450. 
513-236-7349. ask for James. . 
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Nick Fazbo, Protector of the Universe 
(i—tim aed tnm p« | f 5) 
•without food or shelter. One of their most 
dregeful periods came during their travels 
through Detroit'- in Fazbo's twenty-first' 
cycle of Existence. 
Nick had collapsed from-lack of sleep and 
good fcxJU in the dank crerice of an alley in 
.the eastside bt Detroit, near the sewage 
processor plant. Spike was all curled up 
under Nick's torso with an eye and an'ear 
looking out for his master. Nick was 
muddled between the second and thihJ < 
sessions of his regular R.E.M.s when Spike 
began to growl in a low, gravelly roggo 
pitch. 
A Sludge-Gloct-moot, who often went by 
the nickname "Burl," was squatting in a 
stinking stream of sweat at the end of the 
alley. He worked his way into the alley, 
turning over cann jsters and bins in hopes of 
finding some-protein clothes and polyester 
gunk. Sludge-Gloct-moots were hybrids o f ' 
Gloctooniesand Sludge-moots that Segan to 
thrive as a reminder of the Minnesota Wars. 
In the Minnesota Wars, the Sludge-moots 
and the Gloctoonies fofight for 12 gruelling 
years over the possession «f"1he latest 
McDonald's franchise "to open in that sre'a, 
Sludge-Gloct-moots are barely three thwar-
tibs high and always oval-shaped. They, 
travelled sideways by squatting and 
slosfmig. their bodies, making gurgling 
sounds a-s they-went. 
- Burt spied young Nick.from the corner of 
his fourth observation slit and decidedthis 
might be a gofid source for his scrounging. 
He gurgled and gushed himself sideways 
towards Nick's.cold horizontal body. He 
leaned over Nick like a hungry fat man over 
• large dinner. He began to reach 
out towa'rds Nick's coat pocket. Just before 
he touched h, Spike' sprang out from 
underneath Nick and chomped on the 
SIudge-Gloct-moot'Carm. Burl backhanded 
Spike into the dinky fire wall across the alley 
*ay. Spike exploded on contact as most 
roggos do. 
Nick was startled into consciousness. 
Burl' pulled a nuclear handgun from his 
Snout and pointed H at Nick's skull for a 
long, twisting moment. Nick's eyes' were 
locked, almost chainedVtoBurl's gazes. The-
moment lasted long enoOgh for one of 
Spike's dismembered legs to regenerate 
itself into another roggo, the ex'act clothe of 
Spike. Spike II jumped, tfn Burl's back, 
digging his teeth itito his Sludgey shoulder. 
Nick reacted faster than an Idaho govern-
ment welfare beneficiary responding to a 
K-Mart blue speed-of-light special. Nick 
grabbed the gun out of Burt's phalanges. 
Burl was knocked to the ground and pulled a 
six fhwaijtib long swithe-'machetefrom his 
left wingMip pod. Nick blew him away and 
shot inm, too. with a newly acquired nuclear-
handgun resting In a trembling hand. Spike 
II came up to fits master's-side to comfort 
• him. .The corpse of Burl smoked blick tar ta 
a puddle of green slime. 
Nick Fazbo had never killed-a living 
creature before, with the exception of his 
nanny, whom Fazbo never counted. He 
tucked the nuclear handgun into his noae. 
sneezed, and accidentally disintegrated 
Spike II as wed as many nasal hairs. Nick 
took the gun out of his nose, reset the 
indicator to "safety," and then replaced it. 
, He wal>«3" out of the alley with his hat 
cocked back, his collar hiked- up, and his 
attitude bad"about a new game. 
Well, back to reality. "Turn around, nice 
and slow, Fazbo."The voice was soft, sezy, 
and coated with about si* layers of nicotinfe. 
Fazbo turned to see -the most beautiful 
creature his eyes had ever had the privilege 
to sample. "Who'are you? .What are you 
doing tomorrow night?" he inquired. 
Bogarts 
, ' • 
(continued fron page 13) 
. old sound system, adding a better audio and 
yisual effect from the stage," she said. 
The owners didn't stop with the stage.. 
Right down to the electrical and plumbing 
and'air conditioning, everything in this 
place has either t>een rebuilt or replaced, 
All of these improvements have enabled^ 
Bogart's to book an impressive line-up of 
' concerts since it's November 1, reopening. 
When asked how' the public and 
performers have taken to Bogarts' new 
look. Beech said, "The artists that have 
been through here have been knocked out; 
.they've loved it. To hear h from them is 
great: we know that we're doing something 
right." • . * —""V 
In interviewing Bogarts' concert goers, I 
found that they really enjoy the new 
Bogarts. Mike Geherch, U'C. student who 
has been to'Bogarts before and after It's 
renovation, said. "I like the new lineup. I 
will be enjoying lots of evenings at Bogarts 
in the near future." 
Jump 
"I am Gia-Non-three," she responded. 
"I am of the third generation of genetically 
superior creatures developed in the 
research laboratories of the space station 
Kalamazoo." 
Nick could see she was superior. She had 
three breasts. Four, if you counted the one 
in her purse. She was light green with long, 
dark autumn hair. She wpre a bikini made of 
fresh forest leaves very well. "I have been -
Jiving in the forests of the Yellowstone 
region for the past six twelth-units. I am a 
renegade, i am hefe to help you. 1 can take 
you to Knob." ' 
" If you came to help, then why the gun?" 
he asked. 
Gia-No'n-three put the gun in her nose. "1 
just wanted to get your attention." 
" Can Fazbo really trust Gia-Non-three? 
Does Nick Fazbo, Protector of the Universe, 
really care as long as she has thighs for 
days? Shuffle through these pages next 
week when Nick will say, "I didn't want to 
go to that Amway rally anyway." 
1) 
State security for the way they handled this ' 
incident. 
"UCB members, stayed in the back-, 
ground while officers handled .the emer-
gency. and then afterward helped restore 
the area to order," she said. 
Scott ShappeU, acting chairer of .UCB 
Special Events, said this incident won't stop 
future programming, ahho iph-^t might 
raise a few eyebrows at the administrative' 
level. 
"This individual was not a student and 
WSU • personnel and UCB were pot at 
fault." Shappell said, "Since-the-incident 
was handled in the proper manner-it won't 
have a negative effect upon future events. 
"I don't feel, we need todoae events to 
Btto-students. Such an action would take 
away about 40 percent of oar business," he 
said. "This person waa never admitted, 
because be didn't pay to get in, so such a 
policy would sot have presented tKis 
occurrence. 
"Therefore K would not be logical to 
Instate sach a policy baaed cm what took 
place Saturday &i|ht," he said. 
Network Candidates 
(contlnaed from page 9) ( 
sign two-vca'r contracts with the network. 
She worries that CEN's pay-per-view 
concerts can't compete with "cable televi-
sion's MTV. which features films and tapes 
of groups and artists performing their 
songs. 
'CEN is not the kind of thing that is going 
to go Over at our university." asserts 
University of Washington student program-
mer jack Edgerton. 
UW Programming Director Teresa Cor-
• tea declined-to show The Who "because 
Devo had been such a fiasco." 
And "Ball State University is withholding 
a»y further commitment to CEN for now. 
"CEN still owes us over S2.000. and that is 
aH I'm going to sa_y,",remarks Ball State's 
auditorium director EarJ Williams. 
UNC is also awaiting -Advertising reim-
bursement frpm CEN", Wright,adds. 
,CEN supplies member schools with 
"hardware: posters, PR kits and advertise-« 
ments" in return for a percentage of the' 
tickct sales. Skinner explains. 
. Some "»re still waiting' for it. CEN 
(*>nt/c*ed .the University of Miami, for, 
, instance, in the fall of 1982, "but we never 
heard, back from' thfcm," recalls John 
Stofan. UM's program director. ' 
And others are willing to wait for more: 
Despite being wary of pay-per-view satellite 
concerts even after the local success of The 
Who. Notre Dame's Strake thinks it "might 
work one or two. times a semester.'-' *" 
Portsmouth 
product 
thinks WSU 
Wright. State has received *• verbal 
commitment'from Gerald f l ay , a b-foot-6. 
200-pounder out of Portsmouth, Ohio, to 
play basketball at WSU next year. 
Clay, who was named to the alf-Southern 
district second team by Associated Press, is 
averaging l / 5 points and 10 rebounds for 
Portsmouth, which finished the regular 
snapnn ranked no. 6 'ta Class AA an l̂ has a 
19-3 record going into a district tournament 
g a m Priday. , 
Wright State takes Its no. 4 Division IT 
rapilng anil 23-4 record to Owensboro, Ky.. 
for ftf%*at Lakes Regional Tournament 
Priday. The .Raiders take on Lewis, 19-9.' 
(continned from pege 2) 
"" / ' 
Trogdon said, "Any; student should get 
credit hours for extra-curricular work. This 
aNows future employers to see that you 
were a fnember of Student Government, or 
any other activities that you are involved 
to." • » 
They were also asked if they believed in a 
well rounded education. 
"A well rounded education includes more . 
than just your "grade point average/' Miller 
commented.. "It includes new friends, 
clubs, and your overall enjoyment at colege 
as it place' to grow practically, besides 
intellectually.'' 
Brownfield agrees with Miller. He said 
students should join feats of clubs to get a 
well rounded education. 
Votijig-is scheduled March 9-11 ii\ 122 
Student Services. , 
MARCH OF DIMES ORIENTATION^ 
The Miami Valley Chapter of the March 
of Dimes is presenting an orientation 
meeting on March 22 from 7 to 9 p.m.'at the 
Ramaii* Inn South. " 
The purpose of the meeting is to acquaint 
new volunteers witft the March of Dimes. 
The guest speaker will be JoAhn Bersnff 
who is the director of training, whose office 
is located at the March of TWmes 
, headquarters in VhttcPlalr J, N e g j o r t . 
-Mrs. Benson will speak about the program 
and.its efforts to prevent birth defects. She 
will also explain how you can volunteer and 
become a part jof the cause.' 
The March of Dimes is a.non-profit health' 
organisation thaTdeo-.-nds primarily on its 
volunteers. Without the help and support of 
volunteers there would be no March of 
•©imes. ' 
The public is invited to attend this 
vofunteer orientation, meeting. For reserva-
tions and more information, please call 
254-6297 
*r. rATrrsPArrr 
If you're Irtsh. or even If you're not. you 
won't want to miss the ftin on Courthouse 
Square as WVUD-Radio sponsors s St.-
Patrick's Day Party, Thursday, March 
The festivities begin at nopn and will last 
until 7 p.i*. (weather pet milting)., 
Drew Dixon was crowned the first annual 
Fat Rat Pizza champion yesterday. Drew 
devoured a large pizza in less time than his 
three opponents to claim the title. 
Dixon' described his technique as "rip 
and shove." 
^ "When I'm eating I try not to think of 
anything else, like whether orndf l 'm going 
to puke." he said. 
The UCBsponsored contest was the first 
. one like-if'al'WSU and Drew has bfen 
invited back-to defend his title next year" 
'Twill eat up the competition unless it's 
the dreaded Joe Shapiro, <tho gave ,tne a 
scare .this year..{.have a lot of respect for 
him;" he said. , - • ; 
Shapiro was Dixon's stiffen competition 
throughout the contest. 
The contest went down to the wire with 
Dixon shoving- his final bit of pizza in his 
mouth ahead ofShapiro. 
Dixon was awarded a plaque for his 
effort,-along with four passes to the movie" 
"Pink Floyd--The Walk" 
Drew Dtxon ahowa BO pride.. 
Evanston, II. nixes tuition tax 
EVANSTON. IL (C'PS)-Students at 
No/th western University won't have to pay 
. taxestm their tu ition to the ci'yof Evanston. 
"at-least not this year." 
ForseveralmonthstheEvanston.il., City 
^ouncil has'debated imposing a 1.5 percen't-
, tuition tax to help pay for municipal services 
like police and fire protection. 
It would have added $90-to-$150 a year to 
each student'?*college costs. , . " 
• The university and students.; city officials 
say. benefit from the city services but don't 
pay for them, costing the city over$600,000 
a.year, •- . f 
.. Northwestern Officials, ;ho'wever, argue 
that.the university, its students, and the 
visiters it attracts, -actually generate $1.6 
million more for the Evanston economy than 
the cost of the services the city provides to 
the campus. 
• CoBege officials «Tos!«the country havp 
bri-n watVhing the EVanston tuition tax with 
com'er.n,' leading American Council on 
Judication attorney Sheldon Sfeinbach tfc 
fret it could set "a dangerous "precedent," 
that could Atch on like wildfire." 
Already, the Washington. Pa. City 
Council.has scheduled a debate of a similar 
proposal to tax tuition of students at nearby 
Washington A Jefferson and Waynesburg ' 
colleges. < s 
The Washington tax. if .it passes the 
council aftcr public hearings in April, would 
add about $225 to local tuition rales. 
, But NU students, it appears, .have now 
been granted'at least a temporary reprieve 
from the tax. ' 
"As it stands now. there's'nothing in the 
city's budget this fiscal year" regarding th^ 
tuition tax', according to NU'spokesman 
Chuck Loebbaka. "which means they, 
probably won't impose it. at leasr not this, 
year," 
Indeed, the city councilman who origi-
nally suggested the tuition tax last year. 
Jack Korshak. admits "it 's way on the back 
"burner right QOW." 
It's back thert. he says, because the city 
"has-just been hjt by a court .decision 
- making a three percent utility tax illegals" 
For the last three yearS. Evan'ston has 
levied the utility, tax on all residents, 
including.students and the university, to 
help generate additional"funds for' the city's 
coffers. -." 
Korshak. says he Originally proposed the 
tuition tax: as a '"last resort." after. 
Northwestern officials adamantly refused tp 
heiji Support' city services. 
- NU officials, on the other hand." say they 
already puptp up the city's economy, and 
have branded fhe tax as "nothing more than 
an^ anti-education t a j that_ penalizes 
(students') .who • are tiding to better 
' themselves." 
Nonetheless, NU has made some obvious 
...aa. victory k his ultimate goal. 
efforts to improve its relationship with the 
city since the tax isstie came up last year. 
• For instance, "the university has decided 
to go ahead and pay our sfcare of the utility 
tax fortbis ycarteven though it'sbeen ruled 
illegal/", Loebbaka says. 
/"That concession "will amount to about-' 
$•225,000 wfhch we plan to remit to the 
city." ' N. 
. Northwestern gavethe'cit\ another break 
when it passed on anojitidil to buy some 
prime real estate land in ' the downtown 
£vi|nston area, Loebbaka auds. 
Still. Korshak won't call the tuition tax a 
dead issue. It could always come up again 
for next year's budget, he hiBts, particu-
larly since the city will be in a worse 
financial pinch because of the utility tax 
defeat. . ' 
But the cî v won't even consider the 
tuition tax issue right now", he say's, "'not 
when NU says it 's going to sue if we impose 
it. We don't^need. another court loss right 
now." 
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Fat Rat 
Champ 
out-munches 
opponents 
